
his time of year finds
Team BIR making our
reservations for the

first quarter 2017 shows.
From the Western
Buying Conference to
Serious Business to the

ISSE Long Beach, all of the traditional events
plus new ones like Indie Beauty Expo will be
here before we know it, showcasing the new
products and services that will drive the
beauty industry for 2017.

But before we board those flights, we still
have a few major events remaining for 2016,
including Image Expo Dallas, Cosmoprof
Asia and the PBA Executive Conference.

At BIR, we’re finalizing our BIG! 2017
Show Calendar. Please send your show,
class, seminar and special event dates to
beautyindustryreporteditor@gmail.com
before November 16. We’re including online
events like webinars this year, too!
How important are shows to you and

your company in 2017? Please let us know. 
Regards,

by Mike Nave
EDITOR
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Learn from Dominican
salons’ popularity
By Juan Valencia

here is a surge in the growth of Dominican
hair salons across the United States. In
fact, the growth over the past 10 years is

more than 100%. There has been a surge of
openings in the northeast, as well as in
Maryland, Washington DC, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and
Texas. There’s a Dominican salon in all 50
states, including Alaska. 

The Dominican blow-out has gone
mainstream—and not strictly for the Latino
population. The service includes a shampoo,
conditioner and wet-roller-set under a dryer
for 45 minutes, followed by a vigorous blow-
dry and round-brush combo to smooth out
roller bumps and add body. The end results
are super-straight, silky, voluminous, sexy hair.
Correctly done, it is a shorter and more cost-
effective service than is found in other ethnic
salons. (Those wanting a straighter finish can
skip the roller set.) Prices are generally low, at
about $30.00, depending on location and
competition, and a fraction of the cost of
services in high-end U.S. salons.

Dominicans are multicultural and the
salons are attracting a very large multicultural
customer base, including African-Americans
and Caribbeans. They welcome walk-ins,
socialize and enjoy music as part of the
experience. Although language was a barrier
at one time, the newer stylists communicate
in English or have someone in the salon who
can translate. A Dominican stylist can work
on any hair type, including highly textured
hair. Dominican salons have created a brand
name for hair, much like Italian shoes or Swiss
watches.

What’s different from traditional blow-
outs is the amount of heat applied to the
hair. To prevent damage requires natural-
based heat-protection products to restore
moisture to the hair shaft. 
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Cosmetology schools continue to close
across the country. Most recently, Regency
Beauty Institute shuttered all 79 of its
campuses on September 28 after 50 years of
educating cosmetology students. Visit
regency.edu. On September 6, Carousel
Beauty Colleges closed their five campuses
in Southwest Ohio after 57 years. Visit
carouselbeauty.edu. In February, Marinello
Schools of Beauty closed all 56 of its
campuses. In between, numerous privately
owned cosmetology schools have shut their
doors. 

A debate continues in the industry. One
side believes there are too many beauty
schools and that this is positive fallout.
Others foresee a huge stylist shortage
impacting the industry and salons’ ability to
operate. This important topic and others will
be addressed at the American Association
of Cosmetology Schools’ Annual
Convention & Expo on November 4-7, 2016,
in Orlando. Learn how you can help support
our industry’s schools. Visit beauty
schools.org.

Will barbershops continue to thrive? Over
the past three years, the professional hair
care industry has witnessed men’s rapidly
increasing interest in using professional hair
care products. While you might trace several
factors contributing to this phenomenon,
such as more professional hair care products
being launched specifically for men or the
greater interest from male consumers to use
products with high efficacy, the root of this
change is linked to the emergence of a new
cultural shift among men focused on

cultivating the sense of
a natural lifestyle,
strong identity and
masculinity through
good grooming,
according to Kline
Group.

It is difficult to
determine the exact
year when
barbershops started
to re-emerge;
however, the
highest growth in
the number of their
establishments in the
United States and
Europe happened in
2015. The modest
attempt to establish
the men’s designated
corners in select
professional hair
salons started to take place in 2012 and was
instrumental in laying the cornerstone for

the establishments catering
exclusively to men. 

While the concept of a
barbershop has been

regarded as being
synonymous with a
typical male-oriented
grooming facility, its
modern model has been
equipped with additional
functions: the place to be
groomed and that of a
meeting spot with
friends. In this respect, it
is not a coincidence that
the most recent wave of

barbershops and
manufacturers of
professional male
products is taking
inspiration from the times
of Prohibition in America

(from 1920-1933), where visits to barbershops
were common for men and where
concealed consumption of alcohol among
friends took place.
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Manufacturers and marketers need to take
note of what’s happening in the Dominican
segment of the hair salon industry. These
salons represent a market for all types of
tools, heat protection, hair color and natural
products. In addition, clients who have hair
that has been damaged by environmental
factors such as over-processing, heat, harsh
chemicals and exposure to the sun, as well as
dry and brittle hair, can all benefit.

For example, hair care line Dominican
Magic targets these salons with ingredients
grown in the tropical terrains of the
Dominican Republic. Formulas include
coconut, cinnamon, avocado, oregano and
rosemary, and naturally provide nutrients and
vitamins to treat and repair dry, processed,
color-treated hair. Dominican salons represent
opportunities for product companies,
distributors, beauty schools and others who
can provide information and education on
servicing this growing market. 

______________________________
Juan Valencia has more than 20 years experience in

sales and marketing. As a former international sales
director for Annie International Inc., an ethnic personal
and beauty care export-import business, Juan initiated

and expanded markets
throughout Canada, Mexico,
South America, Europe and
Africa. Today, he is the
founder of Kiros Beauty LLC, a
sales organization serving
beauty brands and distributors
in the United States and
overseas. Visit
kirosbeauty.com.

BIR invites you to become a Guest Columnist and
give us your take on a relevant topic. For
consideration, please send us your thoughts in about
475 words, plus a one-paragraph author bio and your
headshot no smaller than 300 dpi at 5 x 7 inches to
BeautyIndustryReportEditor@gmail.com. We will edit
your column for style and space. 

Guest column cont. from page 1

18.21 harkens
back to days
when

barbershops
were men’s
social centers.

Johnny B offers displays
to help barbershops
and salons retail
products to men.



This important character of postmodern
barbershops, which embraces the model of
unique business multifunctionality, cannot be
replicated by other distribution outlets, such
as mass retail or direct sales. In fact, present-
day barbershop business models serve as
assurance that this trend will continue its
expansion and revenue growth.

According to Kline’s recently published
“Salon Hair Care Global Series” report,
sales of U.S. professional hair care products
for men are estimated to be around 3.0% of
the overall market. The segment increases by
more than 9% in the United States, followed
closely by Europe with a 6% growth in 2015.
This increase has been stimulated by new
product launches and the emergence of new
niche brands sold exclusively in barbershops,
as well as increasing demand from male
consumers for more efficacious products.

Recently, small brands born out
of barbershops have emerged and
expanded their distribution. These
brands are focused on overall
grooming, including products for
body and beard care, such as
Gibs, Momentum from Simply
Organic Beauty and Johnny B.
These products are more apt to
be found in high-end
barbershops.

To understand the great
business potential offered by the
barbershop trend, Kline has
launched a new market research
study, titled “Barbershops:
Global Market Brief.” This new
study will investigate the size
and growth of the barbershop
industry in 2015 and 2016 in
Asia, Europe, Latin America and
the United States and will be

supplemented with structured interviews
conducted with barbershops across nine
countries. 

In addition to this new study, Kline’s “Male
Grooming Products: U.S. Market Analysis
and Opportunities and Men’s Skin Care
Market in the United States” reports will
provide a complete view on men’s grooming
routines. Visit klinegroup.com/blogs.

Supporting the trend of men looking for
better grooming services and products is the
rapid growth of the Hammer & Nails|
Grooming Shop for Guys franchise. Hammer
& Nails|Grooming Shop for Guys is the first
grooming franchise in the $21 billion men's
grooming market that has a core focus on
hand and foot grooming for men. Since
launching franchise sales in January 2016,
Hammer & Nails has sold more than 200
licenses in eight states.  

Founder Michael Elliot opened the first
Hammer & Nails in Los Angeles in 2013, on
Melrose Avenue. His vision was to create a
unique destination where men can take care
of their grooming without feeling
uncomfortable or out of place. Today,
business leaders from some of the most
recognizable names in the health, wellness
and beauty industries are committed to
building this brand across the United States.

The Hammer & Nails concept features a
"man-cave nirvana" atmosphere; a proven
multiple revenue stream business model that
includes pedicures, manicures, barbering,
straight-razor shaves and membership sales;
world-class franchise support; and an
executive team with more than 25 years of
experience building, operating and growing
national franchise concepts. Visit
hammerandnails-franchise.com.

In beauty, the Internet isn’t just for
replenishment anymore—at least for Ulta
Beauty shoppers, who also use digital for
discovery, executives said at the company’s
recent analyst and investor day. Ulta is
hoping to capitalize on that shift, as the
company plans for 10% of overall sales to
come from e-commerce by 2019, up from
around 6% this year.

“She is really shopping online the same
way she’s shopping in stores,” said Dave
Kimbell, chief merchandising and marketing
officer. “She’s looking to discover.” 

Ulta is also adding more focus to mobile,
launching a virtual reality try-on segment
called Glamlab for its app, as well as Apple
Pay. “It is big for us, as we’re seeing a majority
of our traffic come through mobile,” Dave
added. Visit ulta.com.

On September 30, Coty became the world’s
third largest beauty company, after
completing the acquisition of P&G’s specialty
beauty business, which includes 41 beauty
brands. That transaction doubled the
company’s annual revenue. Coty is now a
global leader in fragrance, color cosmetics
and professional hair care and styling.

Previously, the company acquired
OPI, a leader in nail care.

The deal includes professional
hair care brands Wella
Professionals, Sebastian
Professional, Clairol
Professional, Sassoon
Professional, Nioxin, Kadus
and others. New chief
executive officer Camillo
Pane is plotting growth
through innovation and digital.

Coty now has about $9
billion in revenues, the
company said, behind the

Estée Lauder Cos. Inc. at $11.26 billion in net
sales and L’Oréal at $28 billion in sales. To
handle the influx of brands, Coty reorganized
itself into three segments: Coty Luxury,
which houses prestige
fragrance and skin care;
Coty Consumer Beauty,
which contains color
cosmetics, retail hair
coloring and styling
products, plus mass-
market fragrance and
body care; and Coty
Professional Beauty,
which will serve salons
and beauty professionals
and their customers.

The company says
that acquisitions will be
part of its growth strategy going forward. To
that end, on October 17, 2016, Coty Inc.
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announced that it had reached a definitive
agreement to acquire ghd (ghdhair.com), a

premium brand of high-end hairstyling
appliances from Lion Capital LLP

for approximately ₤420 million
(ca.USD$510 million) in cash. 

The addition of ghd’s
high-performance hair

straighteners,
hairdryers, curlers

and other
hairstyling

appliances is

expected to further strengthen Coty’s
worldwide leading position in the
professional hair category. Coty also aims to
accelerate ghd’s strong track record of
growth through its channel and category
capabilities, combined with ghd’s strong
innovation pipeline, technology and robust
technical expertise.

ghd, which stands for “Good Hair Day,”
generated ₤178 million in revenues in fiscal
year 2016, according to the company. ghd is
headquartered in London and has
commercial operations in the United
Kingdom, Australia, the United States,
Germany, France, Spain, Italy and several
other markets. The company has been
expanding from its core salon channel into
premium retail and e-commerce. ghd will
become part of the Coty Professional
Beauty division, where it will be managed
as a standalone business led by its current
CEO Anthony Davey and management
team. Anthony will report to Sylvie
Moreau, president of Coty Professional
Beauty.

Commenting on the news, Camillo Pane,
Coty CEO, said, “We are pleased to bring
ghd’s highly skilled management team and its
employees into Coty, as we continue to
strengthen our core business through the
addition of innovative market-leading brands
and products. ghd has beautifully designed
and superior performing products, and is the

preferred choice for discerning professionals
and consumers alike. Not only do we expect
ghd to strengthen our professional hair
portfolio and enable Coty to provide even
better hair solutions, but we also believe
there is strong growth potential for ghd
across several markets.”
Lyndon Lea, partner of Lion Capital,

added, “Over the three years of our
ownership, ghd grew worldwide sales by 30%
through a strong pipeline of innovative new
products, which deepened the brand’s

leadership in its core markets and
supported its successful entry into new

hairstyling categories. Anthony and his team
have done an excellent job of expanding the
brand internationally whilst strengthening
ghd’s multichannel distribution capabilities.”

The transaction is subject to regulatory
clearances and other customary closing
conditions, and is expected to close by the
end of calendar year 2016. For additional
information, visit coty.com and ghdhair.com.

Luxury Brand Partners, the owner of Oribe
Hair Care, R+Co, V76 by Vaughn, Smith &
Cult, IGK and Pulp Riot, has sold Becca
Cosmetics to The Estée Lauder Companies
Inc. LBP has been majority owner of Becca

Cosmetics since 2012. 
“We have

always believed in
the broad appeal
of Becca

Cosmetics, and
this
acquisition
will help the
brand
continue to

thrive,” says
Tevya Finger, president of Luxury Brand
Partners. “I have so much respect for The
Estée Lauder Companies—this is the perfect
company to take Becca to the next level,
especially on a global scale.” 

Luxury Brand Partners develops and
nurtures prestige artist-driven beauty brands,
with a focus on innovation and a passion for
the creative mind. Visit
luxurybrandpartners.com.    

SalonQuest, LLC, the marketer of Aquage
and Biomega Haircare, has been acquired by
the Professional Division of Conair
Corporation. Conair, like Aquage, is a family-
owned business that is deeply rooted in the
salon industry. Conair is also the parent
company of BaBylissPRO.

“Conair and BaBylissPRO are
technology-driven and customer
focused,” says Ken Russo, senior
vice president, Professional
Division of Conair Corporation.
“Our success comes from
innovative, high-quality products
and an unwavering commitment to
professional stylists and their
clients. That focus drives our
success and it will continue to do
so with Aquage. We’re very excited
to have this opportunity and look
forward to a bright future.”

Adds Alan Stockman, vice
president and general manager, Professional
Division of Conair Corporation, “The marriage
of BaBylissPRO and Aquage is incredibly
powerful. It is our intention to invest
aggressively in Aquage to fully unleash its
potential, so it can develop new products,
enter new categories and drive international
expansion.”

“The Aquage passion for delivering
innovative styling and
finishing products,
meaningful education
and powerful visual
imagery remains the
same,” states Luis
Alvarez, Aquage vice
president and co-
founder. “Aquage will
continue to go to market
as its own brand. Our
mission to elevate the
image of the professional
industry, the hairdresser
and the independent salon owner is
unchanged.”
Beauty Systems Group, Armstrong

McCall and CosmoProf Stores will continue
to distribute Aquage to licensed
cosmetologists. Visit aquage.com.

News cont. from page 3

The ghd Platinum
Styler recently won a
prestigious Allure Best of
Beauty Award.



Bellami LLC has expanded its product
offerings, sales distribution channels and
management team with the acquisitions of
Mirabella Cosmetics LLP and Lipland LLP.
As part of the transaction, the company has
hired John Maly as CEO and Michael
Zemetra as chief financial officer and chief
information officer. With the acquisitions,
Bellami now offers a
full suite of beauty
products, including
cutting-edge and
professional
cosmetic lines. In
addition, Bellami will
be expanding its
sales to include a
professional channel
of more than 1,400
salons and beauty
supplies globally.

Says Julius
Salerno, Bellami's
co-founder, chairman
and chief marketing
officer, "John is the
perfect leader and
culture fit to manage
the next stage of
product and growth at Bellami, and the
combination of John’s and Mike's experience
in managing and scaling businesses will be a
catalyst in Bellami's pursuit of becoming one
of the leading beauty brands in the
world."

John Maly, as the owner of Maly's
West, built one of the largest
distributors of professional hair care
products in the United States with more than
100 stores serving more than 20,000 salons. 

Michael Zemetra has more than 20 years
of experience in financial leadership roles
with high-growth, start-up and later-stage
companies across various media and
technology sectors, most recently as the
chief financial officer of Global Eagle
Entertainment Inc., a publicly traded
company based in Southern California.    

"Bellami's founders, Julius Salerno and
Nikki Eslami, are two of the most talented
beauty executives I've ever met," says John.

"Their early recognition of developing high-
quality hair products and partnering them
with top beauty influencers produced
unprecedented digital sales growth never
seen before in the professional hair product
market. Over the near term, we will be
opening up new sales channels for Bellami-
branded products and growing and

diversifying our
product mix. As we
scale and continue
our growth, we will
create more
opportunities for
Bellami's Bellas to
continue to grow
with us."

With the
acquisition of

Mirabella and LipLand, Bellami has expanded
its product line, sales force and distribution
capabilities. "We now have a team of top
chemists to formulate products to exceed
the desires of our fashion-forward
customers," said Nikki Eslami, Bellami's co-
founder and chief creative officer. "LipLand's
liquid lipsticks are sophisticated and
beautiful—exactly what our customers want.
And Mirabella is a luxury brand of color
cosmetics sold in fine salons and spas."

Adds Michael Zemetra, "We will be
investing in and building out world-
class processes, systems and
controls, which in turn, will allow us
to expand and grow into new

markets and channels more
rapidly. Throughout this

process, Bellami's
customer
satisfaction will
remain our No. 1
focus."

From its
California headquarters,

Bellami designs iconic beauty
products, which it markets in

partnership with the top beauty
influencers in the world to its digital
consumers and through its Bellami Beauty
Bar. The company says it plans to open
additional Beauty Bar locations in New York,

Las Vegas and eight other locations in 2017. In
addition, Bellami will continue to emphasize
influencer endorsements, while reaching into
more traditional channels, such as
professional salons and specialty beauty
stores. For more information, reach John
Maly at john@bellami.com. Visit bellami.com.

Beauty Logica, a one-stop beauty
destination, debuted at Cosmoprof North
America. To meet its customers’ needs, the
catalog supply house has 11 distribution
centers across the country with more than
1.4 million square feet of warehouse space,
filled with the largest selection of
professional beauty supply sundries and
tools in the country. The brand services a
new generation of shoppers, including
professional distributors, OTC stores, beauty
schools and chain salons and spas, with a
large selection of multi-textural brands and
the newest trends in the beauty industry. 
Jennifer Jhin, vice president of marketing,

explains, “With the growth of social media
and online marketplaces, today’s consumer is
constantly demanding the newest trends and
specific products, especially in the
multicultural space. Beauty Logica is the go-
to source for multi-textural brands, among
others. We provide an agile platform that
allows our customers to stay on top of those
trends and products to meet their customers’
needs. In addition, as a new generation of
catalog houses, Beauty Logica is building a
reputation for exceptional service and quick
delivery, with orders arriving in 1 to 2 days to
most locations nationwide.”

Adds John Plunkett, vice president of
sales, “We are happy to be represented by
Jay Halaby in the Northwest and Western
territories and The BTB Group in the
Southeast.”

For more information, call 866-518-5272 or
visit beautylogica.com. 
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fter a tumultuous year, VanNest Company
is standing strong as a legacy

manufacturers’ representative agency serving
the professional beauty industry. Under the
leadership of Kevin VanNest, president, the
firm has continued to adapt to industry
changes, as it specializes in three key
territories—the  Southeast, the Southwest and
the West. Beauty Industry Report recently
checked in with Kevin to learn about the rep
firm’s transition firsthand and what Kevin has
planned for the future.
BIR: Welcome, Kevin. Please give our readers
a brief history of VanNest Company and
your role in its evolution. 
Kevin VanNest (KVN):

Thanks, Mike. I joined the rep
organization of Bienvenu
Cottam in 1984, bringing my prior
distributor experience and
knowledge to the team. I
eventually became a partner and
ultimately principal and steered
VNC through significant industry
changes and distributor
consolidations of the 1990s. 

Over the ensuing years, VNC
achieved tremendous growth and
enlarged territory coverage,
solidified partnerships with
distributors and manufacturers
and still maintained a close-knit,
family feeling with the sales force
and office team. 

In 2015, VNC changed directions. We re-
organized our company, making the decision to
focus initially on the territories where we have
the greatest strength—the Southeast,
Southwest and West Coast—with specifically
targeted accounts in the Midwest and
Northeast, as needs demanded. Those
adjustments generated significant personnel
changes and a new vision for VNC. Our
restructuring has clarified our focus and
strengthened our ability to serve both our
distributors and our vendors in a more
impactful way, and we are delighted with how
it has progressed.

BIR: How did you do that?
KVN: VNC continues its history of adapting

to industry changes. We have made coverage
changes to better utilize our strengths, and are
focusing on reinforcing our foundation in three
key territories. 

Our success is attributed to our ability to
work closely and personally with both vendors
and distributors. Today, we have to be more
than just “order takers.” We must stay in tune
with trends, new avenues of distribution and
new business and social media technology to
ensure growth for us, our vendors and our
manufacturers.

We look for opportunities at all levels. We
seek out new and up-and-
coming vendors that bring fresh
products and innovation. We
work closely with our
distributors to effect positive
results with more creative
promotions, fresher outlooks
from our long-time vendors
and new distribution
opportunities for those
vendors. 

Whenever the opportunity
arises, we look to outside
resources for improvement with
our sales techniques and
business follow-through. Our
industry and business, as a
whole, is evolving so rapidly,
and we try to be hyper-vigilant

in keeping up with the pace of change.
BIR: Tell me about your operation today.
KVN: Today, VNC includes an experienced

field sales team of 10 covering beauty
distribution channels, including several major
national distributors. We provide focused sales
and support across 25 states in the Southwest,
Southeast and Western territories. Our field
team is supported by our knowledgeable,
friendly and qualified office staff.

VNC continues to grow through partnering
with new, innovative product companies, and
researching and connecting with new channels
of distribution, while maintaining the long-term

relationships
with our
traditional
distribution
channels. Our
job is to focus
on connecting
our
manufacturers
with the right
distributor
partners,
providing
them with a
platform and
guiding them
on their path
to success. 

There are
so many different distribution avenues within
our industry today; we must understand where
our vendors fit. With opportunities in full-
service, OTC, barber, internet, redistribution,
nails, skin care and more, we are a more
segmented industry today than ever before,
and not every brand or product category is
right for every distributor.  It is our job as a rep
group to understand both our distributors’
needs and our vendors’ visions.  

The larger full-service distributors require
vendor partners that can supply consistent
product AND support their marketing needs.
We can’t, for example, take in a “boutique”
brand, no matter how hot it is, if it isn’t geared
up and ready to do business on that large of a
scale.  

In the same vein, we would not want to take
a vendor into a distributor that did not serve its
targeted customers or provide optimum
exposure for the brand. Our expertise and
value lie in knowing the targeted distributors,
advising our vendors and making the right
marriage between the two. It’s definitely a high-
wire balancing act! 
BIR: What does a brand need to do to be
successful when working with your rep firm?
KVN: In order for us to build a strong

partnership with a brand and connect it with

VanNest Company evolves to meet industry changes

A
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the right distribution, it needs clear and
understandable product knowledge, and
creative marketing tools are vital to success.
Next, a brand must have a clear
understanding of competitive items and a
clear definition of its products’ points of
difference. Third, it needs dynamic
packaging and proper pricing of products
for the industry. Fourth, it must have clearly
defined sales goals. Finally, to succeed, a
brand needs the flexibility to understand
and meet its customers’ needs.
BIR: What types of manufacturers can
benefit from working with a rep firm?
Which are a good match for VNC?
KVN: A rep firm needs to work as an

extension of the sales arm for any partner
company. Both large and small companies
can, and do, benefit from working with
independent rep organizations. Smaller
companies can benefit from the long-term
relationships VNC has with distributors in all of
our territories, providing them entry where they
couldn’t generally go on their own. It is usually
financially beneficial for them to work with
commissioned sales teams, as well. Larger, more
established manufacturers also consider the
financial benefits of working with a
commissioned rep group, and it is often easier
to manage sales efforts with them, rather than
trying to field a proprietary sales force. 

VNC looks for innovative products that serve
a purpose for the end user, whether that be the
salon professional or consumer. Established
brands can benefit from the territory knowledge,
distributor relationships and internal team
support that VNC offers.
BIR: How do you provide guidance to help
your brands grow?
KVN: Reps must understand the mission of

our vendors and the needs of our distributors to
make the right connections. You wouldn’t take a
barber manufacturer into a nail distributor—
there is no need for its products. The more a rep
knows and understands the products our
vendors offer, AND the more we know and
understand the business model of our
distributors, the more successful we will be in
connecting the right dots.  

Too often, manufacturers have a misty vision
of where their products should be—particularly
those who are new to the professional beauty

industry. The first thing a good rep organization
should do is clarify the target markets and
distributors for its new manufacturers. We help
them understand WHY their product fits in
some avenues and not others. From there, it is
important to make sure they have a very clear
understanding of the needs of the distributors.
Our job is to make sure they completely
understand the business of the distributor
BEFORE they present their products. Once again,
it can be a serious balancing act!
BIR: How do you provide sales support to
your distributors?
KVN: Our job is to work as the liaison

between the manufacturer and the distributor. If
we are successful, we can streamline and clarify
the communication. Larger distributors are
requiring more and more from their vendors,
and if there is not a clear channel for the back-
and-forth flow of documents and information, it
could become a complete mess. We are
fortunate to have an office staff that also has
relationships with our distributors and our
vendors, and can serve as the “switching station”
for this flow of information. This keeps
(hopefully!!!) everything moving, and keeps our
sales team in the loop on what is happening.  

We also work with our medium and smaller
distributors to make sure they are aware of new
products, promotions, advertising opportunities
and any other information that is key to their
business with our manufacturers. 

BIR: The industry continues to
evolve. What are the most
significant changes? How do they
impact how you do business? How
is your business evolving, as a
result?
KVN: First, the consolidation of

traditional distributors and
manufacturers creates challenges for
new manufacturers breaking into the
industry. Connecting with the right
mix of vendors and working with
them to create a strong partnership
with appropriate channels of
distribution is one of our biggest
challenges today. We must embrace
and understand new avenues of
distribution—the most significant
being the internet—and how they
impact business for us and our

manufacturers. That means expanding our
connections and knowledge constantly.
BIR: As one of the industry’s legacy rep firms,
do you and your team feel a responsibility as
an industry leader? 
KVN: Yes, our 30-plus years of commitment

to the beauty industry, the relationships we have
developed with our vendors and distributors,
along with our reputation for integrity and good
business ethics, are a vital part of who we are
and why we continue to thrive. Maintaining the
trust of all of our partners is a primary focus for
VNC. We will continue to manage and grow
these relationships to the benefit of our
vendors, distributors and our sales team.
BIR: Any final thoughts to share?
KVN: Change is good. We believe the choices

we have made this year will create a strong
foundation for our immediate and future
success. We have relocated to new facilities to
better serve our team and field sales force. Our
streamlined territories will better serve our
manufacturers and distributors and will
strengthen those partnerships. VNC is moving
forward with a strong commitment to our
business and to maintaining the personal touch
that is so important in this industry.

For more information on VanNest Company
and how you can work with its team in 2017,
contact Griselda Mendoza, key account
manager, at 800-888-7377 or
griselda@vncsales.com. Visit vncsales.com.
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The VanNest Company team from left: Jennifer Dillon, Cindy
Enloe, John Madia, Carmen Goya, Justin VanNest, Missy Madia,
Kevin VanNest, Russ Stuckey, David Harrison and Kenny Rogers.

Not pictured: Cathy Chavez.
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JD Beauty’s Wet Brush de-commoditizes detangling
D Beauty Group was founded in 1977 and
immediately became a leading provider of

professional beauty tools. The company’s most
recognizable brand, Wet Brush, was founded in
2005, and since then, has turned detangling
brushes into a category of their own. The
Detangler, the most recognizable product in
the collection, makes brushing effortless and
pain-free. Wet Brush’s other products each
provide an innovative and simple solution to
detangle, style or
maintain a look.   

As the company
has grown
exponentially, it has
added to its senior
management team in
order to expand the
Wet Brush brand and
develop new
marketing initiatives in
a variety of channels. 

So how is it all
working? Beauty
Industry Report
recently checked in
with the company’s
leadership team for
an update.
BIR: Welcome,
Gentlemen. For
starters, Jeff, will
you please tell me
about yourself and
introduce your
team to our
readers? 
Jeff Rosenzweig (JR): Thanks, Mike. I’d love

to. With all of the organizational changes, I’m
still leading the company as CEO. I have almost
40 years of successful product development
and distribution experience. Working closely
alongside me is Jeffrey Davidson, chief
operating officer/chief strategy officer, who has
been with the company for three years. Jeffrey
has more than 30 years of consumer products
experience as a seasoned and successful
entrepreneur.  

New to our senior team is Anthony Melzi,
executive vice president of global sales and
marketing. He joined us six months ago and is a
seasoned senior sales leader with proven
experience with great brands such as Under
Armour, Adidas and Mission Athletics. Last
but not least, Lee Neilson recently joined us as
vice president of professional sales, with a
proven sales and marketing leadership record at
a variety of great companies, including Topps

and Tara Toy.
BIR: How does your
success play out in
the field?
JR: Distributors who

have partnered with us
over the past several
years have enjoyed
exceptional sales
volume and healthy
margins. Anthony and
Lee are laser-focused
on infusing a holistic
sales strategy to
maximize our explosive
brand at the dealer
level. This will translate
into unprecedented
profits and stylist
engagement for the
companies who
partner with us.

In fact, Wet Brush
owns the top five
selling brushes across

our major professional partners and
outperforms the competition at a minimum
dollar contribution rate of 2 to 1. Our best-
selling product is the Wet Brush Detangler, with
18 Wet Brushes sold per minute worldwide.  
BIR: You’ve managed to de-commoditize a
commodity. How did you accomplish that?
Jeffrey Davidson (JD): Hair stylists around

the world look to Wet Brush as a brand that
they can trust. We’ve earned that trust by
delivering unique tools that minimize styling
time and are lightweight, so that they’re
comfortable for the stylist. 

There is power in the brand. What once was
seen only as a category killer in detangling
continues to flourish as a trusted brand for a
variety of hair care needs. As a result, we
believe that we have changed the face of hair
brush marketing forever! 

In addition, we have expanded the category
by introducing a variety of fashion and trend-
driven hair tools and accessories. In fact, the
average Wet Brush user owns as many as five of
our brushes in different colors and sizes! 

Also contributing to the success of Wet
Brush is the Detangler’s exclusive IntelliFlex
bristles, which change the way we detangle wet
hair. For years, stylists would educate their
clients that it was
dangerous to
brush hair when
wet, because
hair is most
fragile and
prone to

J
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Anthony Melzi,
executive vice

president of global
sales and marketing

Lee Neilson, vice
president of

professional sales

Jeff Rosenzweig, CEO Jeffrey Davidson,
COO and chief
strategy officer

Exclusive IntelliFlex bristles are safe to use on
wet or dry hair. They bend and flex to
remove knots gently, without damage or

pain.

The Pop Fold features a full-size head with
collapsible IntelliFlex bristles that allow it
to fold in half for convenient detangling

on-the-go.



breakage in that state. The Detangler made it
safe to brush wet hair.

We continue to be driven to develop
amazing hair care tools that solve real problems.
We are working feverishly on introducing
exciting new lines both in the electrical and wet
goods categories….stay tuned. 
BIR: How did Wet Brush evolve from a
commodity to a category?
JD: Wet Brush’s first and most recognizable

product, the Detangler, makes brushing wet hair
safe and painless. We’ve built on that with the
development of other brushes such as the
Paddle, Shine, the Li’l Detangler and the Pop
Fold.

The Pop Fold (SRP $9.99) is an example of the
evolution and innovation of our best-selling
Detangler. It is the first full-size folding brush
complete with IntelliFlex bristles that when
collapsed, allow the brush to fold in half. This
provides users with effortless detangling while
traveling and on-the-go. 
BIR: Topspin Partners became a majority
owner in your business last year. How has
that impacted the company?
JR: Having Topspin Partners invest in the

company has helped us manage our
phenomenal growth and given us even more
resources that we continue to invest in key areas
such as marketing and human capital. We are
committed to bringing the brightest

and most talented people together to deliver
simple hair-care solutions and develop the most
innovative brushes and beauty products on the
market. I have never been more excited about
the direction and traction of the Wet Brush
brand in the professional arena.
BIR: I’ve seen Wet Brush in several beauty
channels. What is your commitment to the
professional beauty channel?

Lee Neilson: All of our tools are designed
for professional use. They are built to make

the stylist’s job easier and more
efficient, and to provide less strain
on the stylist’s hands and arms

while working all day in
the salon. Our tools are
loved by consumers, as
well, due to their

exceptional performance
and ease of use at home.

Salons and stylists who resell
our brushes to their clients enjoy
fast turns and healthy margins.
Plus, with our many colors and
models, there’s also something
new to show the client on her
next salon visit. 
In fact, our strong

commitment to our professional
customer base led us to create
EPIC Professional, a line

developed specifically with the stylist’s needs in
mind. EPIC stands for the line’s key attributes—
Elite, Professional, Inspired, Creative. EPIC
features seven high-end and innovative tools
that make the stylist’s job easier.  

The line includes a Deluxe Detangler with
our exclusive IntelliFlex bristles, a unique
Extension Brush that detangles extensions using
IntelliLoop bristles, a Quick Dry brush that cuts
drying time by 30% and a Blowout Brush with
an extra-long barrel that also speeds drying time
with a comfortable grip. The line’s newest
additions include a Deluxe Shine brush with a
larger brush head and two Super Smooth blow-
out brushes with a unique design that provides a
super-sleek finish. 
BIR: Any final thoughts?
Anthony Melzi: We strive to maintain

leadership in the hair-care industry by
developing products that solve problems and fill
needs within the market. We promise to live up
to our mission of providing simple hair care
solutions by identifying the challenges that
stylists face and developing products that satisfy
these challenges. Wet Brush stands for quality
and innovation, and we are proud to develop
products that deliver just that.
For more information on JD Beauty Group

and Wet Brush, contact Lee Neilson, vice
president of professional sales, at 631-245-6563
or leen@jdbeauty.com. Visit thewetbrush.com.
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from left: The Wet Brush Collection features the Paddle, the Detangler, Shine, Pop Fold and
the Li’l Detangler. Each features the company’s proprietary IntelliFlex bristles.

The new EPIC line features seven brushes developed
specifically with professional stylists’ needs in mind.. EPIC
isn’t just a name—it’s an acronym for the line’s key attributes:

Elite, Professional, Inspired, Creative. 
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reat Clips is the world’s largest salon brand,
with more than 4,000 franchised salons
throughout the United States and Canada.

As such, Great Clips’ 1,200 independent
franchisees employ more than 40,000 licensed
stylists, who will deliver more than 100 million
haircuts to Great Clips’ customers in 2016. 

The 4,000th-salon milestone is the most
recent in a string of accomplishments for Great
Clips, including 12 straight years of quarterly
growth in same-salon sales and 43 consecutive
quarters of customer
count growth. How
does that happen with
an erratic economy
and an industry in flux?
To find out, Beauty
Industry Report
recently had the
pleasure of checking in
with Rhoda Olsen,
CEO, for the inside
story. 
BIR: Welcome, Rhoda, and congratulations
on reaching 4,000 salons! Please give our
readers a brief synopsis of the Great Clips
organization and the most important steps
you learned along the way!
RO: Thanks, Mike! Great Clips was thrilled to

reach 4,000 salons in August 2016, and even
more excited to pass the 12-year mark for
consecutive quarters of comparable sales
growth. Growth in the number of units and
growth in comp sales have been important to
our core business and priorities. Some
organizations grow units but don’t have growth
in comp sales. Other organizations have growth
in comp sales but do not have unit growth. At
Great Clips, we’ve found a good balance and
are focused on “healthy growth.” Over the
course of Great Clips’ history, there have been
times when unit growth was too rapid, and we
were not able to get the comp growth that we
knew was important. We needed to learn to
balance the focus and make sure our energy
was aligned. Our franchisees know we are as
concerned about their existing growth as we
are about system growth.  

Great Clips continued to grow through the
recession and difficult times due to our value
position. That wouldn’t be possible without our
franchisees’ commitment to keep prices low
and deliver a consistent customer experience.
As a franchised organization, our growth is
driven by a high degree of collaboration with
our franchisees and engaging them in our
overall focus and priorities. We have a very
active Marketing & Advisory Review Counsel of
20 elected franchisees who work closely with
us. We also have more than 100 co-op
presidents, franchisees who provide leadership
at the market level. We stay connected to
these groups and build strong relationships, so
we can share clear goals toward our vision:
working together to build the most profitable
salons by delivering the most powerful and
enduring brand.

Our growth is also the result of a very
clearly defined brand and brand measures that
we keep front and center. Having a one-page
brand document that defines both the
behaviors and the measures that drive salons’
success helps us keep it simple. Using the same
measures and same words creates consistency
and focus.

Our franchisees build great organizations
that are very committed to their stylists. The
stylists who work in these franchisee-owned
Great Clips salons have great relationships with
their employers. Salon owners who are actively
involved in the business and have a clear stake
in the success of every individual salon have
strong teams.

From a customer behavior perspective, we
have incredibly strong business intelligence and
data to measure what customers are doing,
what affects their behavior, how we can market
to them, how we can move key measures and
how we provide clear accountability. We have
developed key measures around customer
behavior and use those measures repetitively.
All of our system awards and recognition
emphasize those measures, because we know
that they are the clearest indication of
customer behavior and salon growth. We are
also diligent about doing consumer research

and brand research, so we invest in objective
information to make certain our decisions are
responsive to our core customers’ needs.
BIR: What is your personal story? How did
you get to where you are today?
RO: From a personal perspective, my

college education—both undergraduate and
master degrees—were in sociology- and
psychology-related fields. I started my career in
human resources and training, gaining about 15
years of experience prior to joining Great Clips. 

My brother was an early owner in Great
Clips and worked closely with the two
founders, David Rubenzer and Steve Lemmon.
Initially, I worked as a consultant developing
their franchisee training programs. I developed
the brand’s first operations manual and
provided Train the Trainer. After I joined Great
Clips full-time as vice president of human
resources and training, I worked closely with
David Rubenzer, the founder who was a
licensed barber who developed the technical
systems and knew the industry inside and out.
By working closely with David, I gained a great
foundation about stylists, salon operations and
industry success. Because I wasn’t a stylist, I
needed to be very involved at the salon level. I
spent a lot time in the salons working with and
training stylists, while building a great
understanding of salon-level operations.

As I continued my career with Great Clips,
my role expanded and I gained responsibility
for more and different areas. It was a great
opportunity, as the organization was growing.
That growth generated many different needs
and challenges that provided opportunities for
me to learn and stretch myself professionally.
In 1998, I became president/chief operating
officer. In 2011, I became CEO.
BIR: What changes have you seen in the
industry since you joined it?   
RO: Over the past 30 years, the industry has

changed dramatically due to technology,
customer demands, available data and
regulations. Marketing in the industry has
moved to the social/digital world. Brands are
no longer able to focus strictly on broadcast
media and print to build awareness and reach

G
Great Clips opens 4,000th salon

Rhoda Olsen, CEO
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new customers. The industry has also been
responsive to customer needs and developed
different concepts to meet those needs.
BIR: How do you use technology to improve
the Great Clips customer experience?
RO: Great Clips is aggressive about finding

ways to use technology to improve the
customer experience. Our highest priorities in
technology focus on the customer experience
and creating technology that supports the
stylists. When ICS, our point-of-sale software
vendor, developed Online Check-in and
brought it to us, we were excited to be able to
implement it. Great Clips Online Check-In is an
incredible tool that allows customers to check in
on their computers or mobile devices, reducing
their wait time in the salon. It’s like putting the
front door of the salon in the customers’ hands.

Another customer-experience-driven
technology at Great Clips is Clip Notes. We’ve
had extensive customer notes in our computers
for many years, but over the course of the past
several years, we have developed a more
consistent process for documenting and sharing
those notes across salons and with customers.
The Clip Notes initial focus was to assist the
stylists. But in focus groups, it became clear that
customers valued these notes. When customers
understand how the notes are used, it increases
their confidence in the stylist’s ability to deliver
the haircut they want. Making those notes
available in every salon extended customer
convenience, because customers knew that their
Clip Notes could be accessed from any salon.
This provided a greater level of convenience and
freedom for the customers to visit any location. 
BIR: How have customers responded to the
new technology? What about stylists?
RO: Customers’ reaction to Online Check-in

continues to be incredibly positive. They view it
as a great time-saver, and they value the fact
that we’re technologically savvy. And although
Online Check-in was designed with customer
convenience in mind, it also provides a great
benefit to stylists. Stylists know that if
customers wait too long in the lobby, they start
off on the wrong foot. Allowing customers to
check-in online and reduce their wait in the
lobby makes the stylist’s job easier once the
customer is in the chair. Stylists have become
very comfortable with Online Check-in and even
use it themselves to check the salon before

heading to work for an idea of what kind of
waits customers are experiencing. Stylists will
even look at Online Check-in and, if the wait is
long, they might call the salon and see if they
are needed to come in early. It’s been a very
clear, visible way for the entire organization to
see the actual waits in salons. 

As for Clips Notes, customer feedback was a
driver behind making notes available globally, so
this technology has been favorably received by
Great Clips customers. Stylists also value Clip
Notes. Having this information increases stylists’
confidence when they consult with a customer
on their haircut. The notes provide a great
foundation and ensure the customer is getting
the haircut he or she wants from visit to visit.  
BIR: Has it helped business, and if so, how?
RO: We truly believe our technological

advancements have helped stabilize and
increase our growth in comp sales and our
overall unit growth. This steady growth increases
everyone’s confidence that we are on the right
path, that we know our customers and that
we’re focusing on technology improvements that
will actually drive more loyal customers.
BIR: How do you select your product mix for
Great Clips? What is the best way for a brand
to pitch its products to your company?
RO: Great Clips has a single distributor, Salon

Innovations. Salon Innovations works closely
with Great Clips on our retail product mix. This
long-term relationship has been built on
responding to customers’ needs and providing
appropriate margins. 

Great Clips also tends to favor well-known,
established products and leverage brand
visibility in the salons. We have continued to
expand our product offerings and make more
products available on an optional basis to
franchisees. In addition, Great Clips, Inc.
employees and franchisees have formed a
product task force that reviews product
offerings and opportunities. Finally, we have
developed a private label line to address unmet
customer needs that we observed. The private
label line allows us to offer customers a variety
of affordable, quality products consistent with
our value position. 
BIR: What changes are you expecting to see in
the industry in 2017? How is your Great Clips
team preparing to meet those challenges?
RO: Some of the biggest changes in the

industry will evolve around technology and
cosmetology education. The beauty industry will
continue to look for ways to leverage
technology in a way that is most meaningful for
customers and truly drives repeat and loyal
business. Technology can be difficult and costly.
Making the right investments will be important.
Knowing the customer and relying on the
customer view, rather than the stylist or business
view, can also be important in looking at
technology.  

Additionally, the changes in cosmetology
schools and the availability of licensed
cosmetologists is a challenge. With many
schools closing and others struggling, the
number of cosmetology students graduating will
be reduced. We are working actively with other
industry associations and their franchisees on
industry reform. This industry reform is driven by
the Future of the Beauty Industry Coalition,
and Great Clips is actively involved with that
group. The group’s focus is on cosmetology
hours, reciprocity, pre-graduate testing and a
number of other issues that we believe will
change the industry and improve the image and
accessibility of cosmetology education.
BIR: What is next for Great Clips? 
RO: Great Clips continues to see great

opportunity moving forward. With more than
4,000 salons and the addition of about 200
units a year, we are the single largest hair-care
brand. Even with our success, there’s still
incredible growth opportunity available. If every
market in the United States was like Minneapolis
—our home market with a great level of
presence—we would have more than 10,000
salons! We will continue to stay focused on
consistent growth in every market by identifying
the very best locations, and helping our
franchisees improve their profitability and build
strong organizations. Additionally, we are
increasing our expansion and focus in Canada,
knowing that Canada has great growth potential,
as well.  

I love what I do. I have an incredible passion
for the company, our corporate team, our
franchisees and their stylists in their salons. I
don’t see myself anywhere other than as part of
Great Clips. 
For more information, reach Rhoda Olsen,

CEO of Great Clips, at
dee.tabone@greatclips.com. Visit greatclips.com.



roduced by the Professional
Beauty Association and

hosted by Cosmoprof North
America, PBA Beauty Week is
the largest and most inclusive
beauty event in North America.
Held July 23-26, 2016, PBA
Beauty Week hosted some of
the industry’s leading events
such as the PBA Business
Forum, Distributor Workshop,
Beacon and the North
American Hairstyling Awards. 

NAHA: For 27 years, NAHA has brought the
industry together for a night of amazing artistic
presentations and celebrity guests. This year,
the event was hosted by Tony award winner
Alan Cumming. The show drew more than

6,000 attendees in person and online. Artistic
presentations by Aveda, Beauty Underground,
Moroccanoil, Redken and Wella captivated
the audience. For a full list of winners, visit
probeauty.org/naha. Watch the ceremony,
including the red-carpet reception, at
nahalive.com. The NAHA 2017 entry process
opens December 1, 2016. NAHA 2017 will take
place Sunday, July 9, 2017. 

The PBA Beacon program invites leading
beauty industry students to be part of a
career-building event. It features the nation’s
top business educators, platform artists and
beauty executives. This year at Beacon,

students participated in panel discussions and
listened to industry insiders, including Larry
Curtis, Lauren Moser, Rodrick Samuels and
Geno Stampora. Beacon students also had the
opportunity to attend other PBA Beauty Week

events such
as the Beauty
Pitch 2016,
PBA Business
Forum and
NAHA. This
year, 314
participants
attended the
three-day
event
representing
35 states, the
District of
Columbia area
and 108
cosmetology

schools. For more information, visit
probeauty.org/beacon. The Beacon 2017 entry
process opens November 22, 2016. The 2017
Beacon will take place July 8-10, 2017. 

Beauty Pitch: More than 1,000 attendees
watched Beauty Pitch 2016, a one-of-a-kind
beauty competition hosted by the PBA and
CPNA. 

Beauty Pitch brought together six innovative
beauty companies in two different categories
to pitch their products before a live audience
and celebrity judges, including John Paul
DeJoria, co-founder and chairman of the board
for John Paul Mitchell Systems and The

Patrón Spirits Company, and
Kevin Harrington, CEO of
Kevin Harrington
Enterprises. The event was
hosted by Scott Buchanan of
Scott J Salon Group. 

“Beauty Pitch showcases
the drive, the ingenuity and
the focus of the beauty
industry. This event was

created to provide beauty
entrepreneurs with an
opportunity to raise their

visibility with investors, the industry and
consumers,”
said PBA
Executive
Director Steve
Sleeper.

Beauty Pitch
2016 featured
two categories:
Startup and
Established. All
finalists

competed for cash infusions and an Audience
Choice Award. Additionally, all applicants were
reviewed for unique distribution partnerships. 

In the Startup category, The Kirschner
Group, Inc. awarded Sunlights Balayage, Inc. a
cash infusion of $5,000. In the Established
category, TSG Consumer Group awarded
P3 Pure a cash infusion of $10,000.

P
PBA Beauty Week 2016 celebrates our industry
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Matthew Swinney of Evolution Salon in Minneapolis captured the coveted
NAHA Hairstylist of the Year Award with this collection.

Geno Stampora guided the Beacon 2016 attendees throughout the program.

P3 Pure won $10,000.

Cont. on page  2

Steve Sleeper

http://www.bironline.com


Event and registration information at probeauty.org/execs

Understanding Consumer Behavior

Seating is limited.

KEVIN HUGHES
Leading Consumer Shopper
Beahviouralist and Playologist

CHAT WITH US #PBAEXECS

Understanding Consumer Behavior
EXECUTIVE SUMMIT 2016
THE  P ROFESS IONAL  BEAUTY  ASSOC IAT ION PRESENTS

2016 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

ABIGAIL POSNER
Head of Strategic Planning 
(Google’s Creative Think Thank for Agencies and Brands)

CARRIE MELLAGE
Vice President, Consumer Products
(Kline Group)

November 30 - December 1, 2016
DATE

Omni Scottsdale Resort at Montelucia
Scottsdale, AZ

LOCATION

PBA members receive a discount on admission. Not a member? Visit probeauty.org/join to learn more.

Beauty
Systems
Group
selected
O.R.G.
Skincare for
a unique
distribution
partnership.
O.R.G.

Skincare will receive placement on BSG’s online
platform and in 1,200 stores nationwide.
Alexandria Professional beat out the finalists
and was selected as the Audience Choice
Award winner. The company will receive a 12-
square-meter ready-stand booth at CPNA 2017
and a one-year PBA Membership.

All of the Beauty Pitch Semi-Finalists will be
displayed in an online boutique hosted by

Amazon Launchpad. This innovative online
boutique showcases products from today’s
brightest startups. Amazon Launchpad works
with crowdfunding platforms, incubators and
venture capital firms to identify a wide array of
products from gadgets to beauty. Visit
beautypitch.com.

Along with PBA signature events, the Beauty
Week experience included top-notch
education for industry professionals. PBA
Beauty Week 2017 will take place July 8-11, 2017.
Visit probeauty.org/beautyweek. 

PBA Beauty Week is produced by the
Professional Beauty Association and hosted by
Cosmoprof North America. The show organizer
is North American Beauty Events, LLC, a joint
venture between the PBA and Bologna Fiere.

Cont. from page 1

Sunlights Balayage took home $5,000.
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Glenn Udell, vice president/treasurer,
announces that Gerry Udell, Inc. has been
appointed the Northeast representatives for
Model in a Bottle, which was recently
acquired by American International

Industries, Inc. 
“Our company

already represents a
wide portfolio of AII
companies, and this line
will further enhance
AII’s role as a leader in
beauty and style

essentials,” says Glenn. The line
has a wide following and features products
such as Make-Up Setting Spray, Eyebrow
Sealer and Lipstick Sealer. Reach Glenn at
glennudell@gerryudell.com. Visit
gerryudell.com.

Colorsmash Color Kissed Hairspray
(3.7-oz. can/SRP $20.00, 1.5-oz. can/SRP
$10.00, a holiday pack of 3 minis/one of each

color SRP $25.00)
from Healthy Dyeit
has won the first
U.S. ADF&PCD New
York Packaging
Innovation Award
for hair care/hair
color. Launched in
July 2016, this spray-
on temporary hair

color provides a translucent, vibrant touch of
violet, pink or indigo that stays on the hair
throughout the day, yet washes out easily in
one to three shampoos. Brush the color

through for soft, touchable color or use as a
hairspray for hold and styling. After use, the
hair remains healthy, nourished and lustrous.

The awards
were
presented
September 13,
2016, during
the inaugural
ADF&PCD
show in New
York City. The
acclaimed
specialty trade

show offers a
unique blend of
aerosol and
dispensing
suppliers,
beauty
packaging

manufacturers and high-level conferences.
“Colorsmash Color Kissed Hairspray is the

first direct color application delivered in an
aerosol without the use of iron oxides, which
dry out the hair and leave it feeling heavy,
rough and unmanageable,” says Donya
Litowitz, CEO. “Colorsmash utilizes a gentle
mist and narrow spray pattern for a focused
delivery of the hair dye. The synergy
between formulation and actuation allows
for this innovation to be possible.” 

Colorsmash Color Kissed Hairspray
delivers color uniformly in a nutrient-rich dye
that adds color and gloss with zero damage.
Aloe vera plus extracts of grape seed,
avocado, quinoa, pot marigold and sunflower
seed leave hair luminous, touchable and soft
with a light hold. The formula is paraben-
and gluten-free. Thanks to Colorsmash’s
innovative iron-oxide-free formula, the color
does not transfer to hands or clothes. Plus,
the color washes off hands easily with soap
and water. Distribution opportunities are
available. Visit colorsmash.com. ADF&PCD
New York is organized by the new EFI US,
Inc. based in New York City, which is owned
by Artexis Easyfairs, organizers of the
European Packaging Innovations portfolio
of events. Visit adf-pcd.com.

Congratulations to Cosmoprof North
America, as the show’s 2015 edition won four
Trade Show Executive Awards. CPNA won
Best Program to Help Exhibitors Maximize
ROI, Most Innovative Trade Show and
Greatest Show of 2015. Additionally, Daniela
Ciocan, marketing director for CPNA, won
her second “Marketing Genius” award. CPNA
is organized by BolognaFiere Group and the
Professional Beauty Association, part of
the international network of Cosmoprof,
with events in Bologna, Italy and Hong Kong.
Visit cosmoprofnorthamerica.com.

Regis Corporation has been named
Walmart's annual Supplier of the Year and
Partner of the Year in the Consumer Services
Division. With more than 2,500 full-service
hair salons located in Walmart stores across
the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico,
SmartStyle, which is owned by Regis
Corporation, offers Walmart customers a
wide array of hair-care services and beauty
products. SmartStyle salons provide a full
range of hair-care services, including women's
haircuts, men's haircuts, kids' haircuts, color
services, perms, styling and waxing. Visit
smartstyle.com. For additional information
about the company, visit regiscorp.com.

Ideas That Evoke, a digital marketing and
idea agency serving clients in the beauty,
lifestyle and luxury industries, has landed a
spot on Inc. Magazine’s prestigious Inc. 500
list, comprised of the top 10% of the Inc.
5000 list of the fastest-growing private U.S.
companies. During the past three years, the
Madison, WI-based agency saw growth of
more than 1,000%, placing it No. 325 in the
overall ranking.

Evoke, which was launched by its founder
and president Kelly Ehlers in 2009, was the
No. 23 firm for rapid growth among all
Advertising and Marketing Companies and
No. 4 among the fastest-growing companies
in Wisconsin. Evoke’s rapid growth has been
100% referral-based, a testament to the
agency’s drive and dedication to helping its
clients make tangible improvements to their
business success. Visit ideasthatevoke.com.
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first US ADF&PCD New
York Packaging Innovation

Award for hair
care/haircolor.
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Marta Rubenstein-Harmon joins Reuzel, a
men’s line from Holland, as senior vice
president of sales. In this new role, she will
develop and implement go-to market
strategies based on geographic locations,

sales channels and
customer strengths.
She will work closely
with the sales team
and the company’s
distributors to
execute customized
strategies and sales
plans. Marta will also
be responsible for
attaining new

business, as well as implementing and
expanding the Reuzel education platform.  

Marta began her career more than 30
years ago at Redken/Trevor Sorbie, then
moved on to Matrix of Greater Los
Angeles, where she was a highly successful
sales consultant for 8 years. She spent the
next 10 years with American Crew/MOP,
after which she joined Alterna as the area
vice president of national accounts. She was
promoted to area vice president of sales and
education, North America, after three years.
Most recently, Marta was the senior vice
president of business development for
Macadamia Professional.

Marta’s many years in the beauty industry,
coupled with her wealth of experience, her
business integrity and her respect as a leader,
have given her a depth of knowledge and
understanding in all facets of brand
development, marketing and sales. 

Marta lives in Los Angeles, where she
relishes spending time with her family. She
enjoys camping, cooking, wine and travel and
is a long-time season ticket holder for the
Los Angeles Kings. Reach her at 818-590-9671
or marta@reuzel.com, Visit reuzel.com.

Ratner Companies, the largest family-owned
and operated chain of hair salons in the
country, has appointed Phil Horvath as
president and chief operating officer. Phil

brings more than 25
years of beauty and
salon industry
experience to his
new role.
Most recently, he
worked at Ulta
Beauty for the past
17 years, serving as
general manager/vice

president of salon services, vice president of
salon operations and director of salon
operations.  

“We welcome Phil’s experience and
leadership to our Ratner Companies’ family
of brands,” says Dennis Ratner, co-founder
and CEO of Ratner Companies. “His vast
knowledge of all aspects of the salon
business and his ability to think strategically
will play a pivotal role in expanding our
presence, while continuing to drive revenue
and profitability. His experience and results-
oriented approach with both small and large
companies make Phil the ideal executive to
lead our company forward.” 

“Ratner Companies is a formidable leader
in the hair salon business,” says Phil. “Ratner’s
focus on the development of its people
aligns with my core belief that we can help
others achieve their dreams and goals.
Business has to be about purpose and
people, and then prosperity will follow.”  

Phil has led aggressive growth in both the
service and retail sides of the salon business.
Prior to Ulta Beauty, he held positions in the
Supercuts division of Regis Corporation. He
began his professional beauty career at
Denver-based Calco Hair, Inc., serving as
vice president and president of the family
business. Like Dennis Ratner, Phil was raised in
a family of hair salon professionals.    

Ratner Companies operates nearly 1,000
salons in 16 states and employing more than
12,000 stylists. Its diverse brands include Hair
Cuttery, Bubbles, Salon Cielo, Salon Plaza
and Cibu for Hair. Visit ratnerco.com.

Kelly Beam joins ColorProof Evolved Color
Care as vice president of marketing. In her
new role, Kelly will oversee ColorProof’s
growing marketing department and will play

an integral role in the
continued
development of the
brand, focusing
largely on integrated
marketing strategies
across e-commerce,
digital, mobile, social
and offline efforts.
Kelly will also
spearhead

ColorProof’s overall branding initiatives,
promotional campaigns and new product
launches, while overseeing public relations
and all social media efforts.

Kelly has more than 16 years experience in
consumer packaged goods, beauty, lifestyle
and technology. She most recently held the
position of senior director of global
marketing for Brazilian Professionals, the
manufacturer of Brazilian Blowout and b3
Brazilian Bond Builder. Prior to that, she
directed consumer marketing efforts at
agency giant, The Marketing Arm. Reach her
at kellyb@colorproof.com. 

Also joining ColorProof
Evolved Color Care is
Alicia Humphrey-
Burnett, who boards as
international sales director.
In her new role, Alicia will
be responsible for the
international expansion of
ColorProof by identifying
new business opportunities
and establishing and
growing distribution abroad. She will also be
responsible for developing strong distributor
partnerships overseas and generating
international sales growth in key markets. 

A Los Angeles native, Alicia has more than
20 years of experience in the beauty industry,
most recently serving as vice president of
international sales for Sexy Hair Concepts.

For more information, reach Alicia at
aliciab@colorproof.com.

News cont. on page 14
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Pirooz Sarshar has been training from age 12
to take the helm of a company like Peter
Coppola Beauty, where he was recently
named chief operating officer. From the

moment he began
working at his
mother’s salon as a
young teen, Pirooz has
been a game-changer
in professional beauty.
With every role he’s
explored—from stylist
to session artist to
educator and from
salon chain manager

to distributor salon consultant, product
developer and brand owner—he’s changed
the game, written new rules and left a legacy
that’s championed the role of the hair stylist
and educated consumers—both women and
men—with everything they want to know
about the beauty and grooming services and
products that are best for them. Add that to
an uncanny sense of how to communicate
with both stylists and consumers about what
they really want and need to succeed, how
to magnify messages through public relations
and social media guerrilla tactics plus
common sense, and you have an industry
leader who’s at the right place at the right
time to wake up the beauty industry and
bring it back to the people—the hairstylists—
who made it great in the first place.

Pirooz fell into the beauty industry by
accident, when his mom forced him to
practice karate and work in her Washington,
DC-salon after school to keep him out of
trouble. He was shampooing hair and
sweeping the salon at the same age—12—that
he earned his black belt! “After a while, I said
if I have to do this, I might as well make
money, so when two stylists offered to teach
me to cut hair, I jumped at the opportunity,”
he explains. When his mom started bringing
top educators to the salon from Paris to
teach cutting, he joined in the training. 

When he was 15, Pirooz also played
football and his friends on the team made
fun of him for working in the salon. All of
that changed the day a cheerleader asked
Pirooz for beauty tips. Impressed with his

knowledge, all of her friends started lining up
to ask beauty questions. Now, the football
team wanted in on HIS game! And his path as
an educator was set.

On a trip to New York City, Pirooz wanted
to get his hair cut. His sister recommended
Bruno Dessange Salon. “A stylist there gave
me a haircut that changed my life,” he
explains. “I felt so good about myself, that I
had to go back. On my second visit, the
stylist told me that he was moving to
Washington, DC. I started assisting him, then
I’d cut hair on Saturdays and charge crazy
money.”

After enrolling in the Graham Webb
Academy in Washington, DC, Pirooz learned
to color hair. When the school was featured
in Vogue for the work the students did using
coloring guns, he become obsessed. After
graduating from beauty school, he worked as
a session stylist and as a distributor salon
consultant. Then, after being contacted by a
colleague who was launching a professional
hair care brand for children—Jungle Care—
Pirooz began learning manufacturing,
branding and product development. 

Next, he launched the Grooming Lounge,
where he created a three-pronged approach,
using stores, a catalog and online to change
the way the industry approached men’s
personal care. “We trained people out of
beauty school how to retail first, then how
to cut men’s hair. That’s how we ended up
with 40% of our sales from products,” he
explains. “We did 10,000 cuts and shaves a
year and were the first group to service salon
clients via the internet between services. We
did tons of press and made the experience
and brand fun."

After growing the Grooming Lounge into
an iconic brand, Pirooz moved back to New
York City. There, he began helping people
create legacy brands. Now, as chief operating
officer for Peter Coppola Beauty, he’s ready
to revolutionize the professional beauty
industry once again by developing services,
products and an education system that hair
stylists will use to achieve success by solving
their clients’ modern wants and needs.
Pirooz’s book, It’s Not Easy Being a Man, is
coming out soon. Visit petercoppola.com.

California Glam has appointed Venica
Tschoepe to the new position of head of
brand education. She will be responsible for
the creation, organization and structure of
the education programs for California Glam
Worldwide under the guidance of Nic
Napoli, director of education. She will also
continue with her independent
education classes and will manage key
relationships with a team of independent

educators using the
company’s products.
Internally, she will
help to drive long-
term education plans
and strategies and
encourage
collaboration among
sales and marketing
teams.

“Venica is an
incredible colorist and stylist, plus she has
the leadership skills, energy and passion to
spread the #caliglamlove message around the
world,” says Javier Rabago, founder.

Venica has almost 30 years of experience
in the hair industry combined with education
from around the world. For the past 15 years,
she has lived in Knoxville, TN, where she has
worked as a stylist while raising her three
children. In 2015, Venica opened her own
salon, Studio Venica.

California Glam was founded in 2015 and
launched at the June 2015 American Board
of Certified Hair Colorists Energizing
Summit. From there, the brand has evolved
and grown at a rapid pace. Visit
californiaglam.com. California Glam is
available to hairdressers at haircared.com and
in Los Angeles at dgcollective.com. Reach
Javier at info@californiaglam.com.

News cont. from page 13
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As Keune Haircosmetics North America
continues to grow at a record-setting pace,
the company has added professionals across
every department and promoted long-time
team members to support its distributors and
salons in the field.

Keune’s sales support in the field
continues to build, with Frank Prescuitti

joining the team as a
regional sales manager
in the Northeast. He
reports directly to
Mark Webber, vice
president of sales and
business development.
Frank’s solid
experience in sales

leadership includes
working as a new

business development director with Pure
Beaute. Prior to that, he served as a regional
manager—vice president for 15 years with
John Paul Mitchell Systems. Reach him at
fprescuitti@keune.com.
Suzie Manofsky is also a new regional

sales manager. Her career in the professional
beauty industry
spans more than
25 years in sales,
sales management
and brand
management. She
has worked with
salons, large
distributors,
boutique

distribution and
national chain accounts with a focus on hair
and nails. She will partner with key
distributors and sales consultants to help
them grow professionally and financially
through Keune. Reach her at
smanofsky@keune.com.
Tobey Brinkmann recently joined Keune

as a regional salon specialist in the Northeast
Region, reporting to Yves Henrichon. Tobey
is a licensed cosmetologist with extensive
experience working with distributor salon
consultants in a field capacity. Reach her at
tbrinkmann@keune.com.

Brett Kuri is Keune’s new brand specialist
for Paramount Beauty Systems. Brett
graduated from The Long Island Beauty
School in Hauppauge, NY in 2007. He holds a
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Painting and Drawing
from The University of the Arts in
Philadelphia where he resides. Brett has had
extensive color training and experience with
various lines, and after 10 years behind the

chair, he has shifted
his focus to work
solely with Keune. His
editorial work has
appeared in Vogue
Italia Online, Zink
Magazine, Tattoo Life
and Ink Masters.
Reach him at

bkuri@keune.com.
In the field, Keune has created a new

position—Regional Education Manager, which
is designed to elevate sales and support
Keune’s vision of developing the highest level
of educational activities. Each new REM will
work within an assigned geographical region
to oversee and manage all Keune educational
activities and manage the educational
resources that support those regions. Those
promoted to the new position and their
territories include Jamye Coffman, Central
Region for Premier Beauty, Twin State and
National Salon Resources; Linda Evanoff
for the Western Region; Tiffany Hannah,
Southern Region; Karen O’Dell, Central
Region for Salon Service Group and R
Stafford; and Leah Scherer, Northeast
Region. Visit keune.com/na.

Cathy Chavez has joined VNC Sales’ West
Coast team, where she will service accounts

in Northern California,
Washington and
Oregon. Prior to
joining VNC, she
served as a sales
manager for Burmax.
For more information,
reach Cathy at
949-500-1495 or

cathy@vncsales.com. Visit vncsales.com.

Bruce Blankenship joins the Kirschner
Group, Inc. as a sales executive covering the

Southwest territory,
along with Bobby
Jones. Bruce has a long
history in the beauty
industry, beginning
with working for his
father’s beauty supply
in Muskogee, OK, for
more than 12 years. On
the manufacturer side,

he worked with Faberge and Alberto Culver.
Next, he began his career as a rep, joining Jay
Stone Sales in the Southwest. After five
years, he joined Greg Dawson Associates. Six
years later, Bruce decided to go back to his
roots and consistently won top sales awards
for Cook Beauty Supply in Monroe, LA, for 5
years. Now, he has returned to the rep world,
joining the Kirschner Group. Reach Bruce at
bruce@kirschnergroup.com.

The American Association of Cosmetology
Schools has appointed Michael L. Halmon,
MBA, president of the American Institute
of Beauty, Inc., and Neal Heller, ESQ, CEO
and president of the Hollywood Institute of
Beauty Careers in Hollywood, FL, to fill two-
year terms on its Board of Directors.  

Michael is president of the American
Institute of Beauty, Inc. with two campuses
in Pinellas County, FL. He has worked for
more than 25 years in the beauty supply
distribution arena. He is a former Marine and
banker. Reach him at
michaelhalmon@aibschool.com. 

Neal holds a Bachelor of Arts from the
University of Miami and his Juris Doctorate
from Nova Southeastern University. He
oversees day-to-day operations, compliance
and development of three campuses,
including state licensure and NACCAS
accreditation. Previously, he was co-founder,
CEO and president of the Florida College of
Natural Health. He was also president of
the Florida Association of Post-Secondary
Schools and Colleges and as an executive
board member for four years. Reach him at
nheller@hi.edu. Visit beautyschools.org,

News cont. on page 16
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Mary S. Ptak joins the Independent
Cosmetic Manufacturers and Distributors
Association as vice president and executive
team member. A graduate of Purdue
University in Industrial Engineering, Mary has
worked closely with ICMAD companies in
the areas of logistics, importing and
exporting since 2003.

ICMAD President/CEO Pamela Busiek
says, “Mary's vast international experience in
customs brokerage, domestic and
international transportation and
documentation, combined with her
knowledge of FDA regulation, will be a strong
benefit to our organization." Visit icmad.org.

Kim Henderson is the new executive editor
of Beauty Store Business magazine. She
comes from the natural products industry,
where she served as editor of Healthy Living
magazine. For a decade, she drove Healthy
Living’s editorial to support the success of
both natural health retailers and natural
health brands with news stories featuring

natural beauty
products, nutritional
supplements and
green living products.
Additionally, she
initiated celebrity
health cover stories
and features that
elevated the

magazine’s profile,
attracted new

advertisers and broadened distribution to
conventional and bookstore newsstands.

Previously, Kim ran her own content
marketing business, creating digital value
content for her clients’ social media
channels. She has edited numerous health
and environmental books, written for health
and wellness publications and is the author
of the award-winning book 50 Simple Steps
to Save the World’s Rainforests (Freedom
Press, 2012), the first environmental book to
connect smart consumer choices with
rainforest conservation. Reach her at
khenderson@creativeage.com. Visit
beautystorebusiness.com.

John Dellaria, an internationally recognized
master of innovation in the field of
haircutting and hair care, died on October 2.

His friend Pennie
Landry shares the
following: A true
visionary in fashion
and beauty, John was
affectionately referred
to by his loyal clients
and staff as “the hair
brain.” A respected
gentleman, John was a

kind man of many talents and few words.
When asked how he got his start in business,
John replied, “A friend of mine wanted to go
to beauty school. While he was being
interviewed, I walked around the school.
Immediately I was taken by the textures, the
sculpture, the beauty, not to mention the
women. I enrolled. He never did.” 

John graduated from East Boston High
School where he was a star basketball player.
After graduating from Mansfield Beauty
Academy, John’s illustrious career started as
“Mr. John” of
Continental Coiffures
on Langley Road in
Newton Centre, MA. He
earned the title “Mr. John”
due to his numerous first-
place wins in creative
hairstyling competitions
and his gentlemanly
chairside manner with his
clients. 

In the 1960s, John
opened his first salon in
Boston and for many
years served as chairman
of Dellaria Limited with
salons throughout Massachusetts. In 1981,
John opened a 5,000-square-foot salon on
three lofted levels in a historic landmark

building in the SoHo section of New York
City. Ahead of its time, the salon had
computers, video monitors, movable dryers,
dimmers at each station to allow the client
to be flattered at every step, photographer’s
studio lighting in the color area, a central
vacuum system, floor-to-ceiling mirrors and
freshly brewed espresso and cappuccino.
Designed by John and manager Fred Pirkey, it
was christened the “Love Boat”. However,
New York magazine wrote that the salon
was a rocketship. 

John authored the stylist manual
Changing Styles. The book showcases his
haircutting technique, the Pyrametrics
Cutting Method, an approach to hair styling
using the unique contour of each head to
achieve balanced volume, precise layering,
natural shape and longer-lasting style. During
a career that spanned more then 60 years,
John mentored thousands of hairdressers,
who adored him and found inspiration in his
approach: matching the style to the person. 

John and many talented hairdressers
bonded together in the 1990s to create
Beauty Cares/Hair Cares Foundation, Inc.,
a non-profit organization that supported
AIDS awareness through many benefit
fashion shows.

In 1990, John partnered with his best
friend, Joe Tucci, to form Ariella Inc. John,

the product innovator, created
D-Chrome bleach, a patented
delivery system designed to
protect colorists from the danger
and inconsistency of powdered
bleaching agents. Ariella was the
first beauty product
manufacturer to bring aluminum
packaging to the industry with
the natural castor oil-based
Dressy Mist styling product. He
was also the first to re-introduce
pomades to the consumer. His
Stay and Fix products were

packaged in glass jars and targeted
the growing population of male

salon goers. The products are available in
professional salons under Ariella’s Shuga Hair
Care label. 

News cont. from page 15
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John served as Intercoiffure’s fashion
director for six years. In 2011, he was honored
as the first inductee into Intercoiffure North
America’s Hall of Fame. As one of America’s
top hairdressers, John received hundreds of
awards and honors for his artistry, including
Intercoiffure Man of the Year, Modern
Salon’s Top 10 Role Models, Lo Zeffiro, Milan,
Italy’s Oner International Award and Modern
Salon’s prestigious “Salon of the Year,” to
name just a few. He was an honored guest
platform artist across North America,
Canada, Japan and Italy. John and his talented
team were regularly featured in American
and European publications such as Vogue,
Harper’s Bazaar, Town & Country, Coiffure de
Paris, French Vogue, Modern Salon and New
York magazine, among many others. 

In addition to his many contributions to
the beauty industry, John will be remembered
by those who were fortunate to know him as
a loyal friend, who gifted us with his
magnetic smile, kind acts and words, laughter
and photos. John, the photographer, uniquely
captured fashion and life through eyes that
deeply appreciated the beauty in all people
and things. 

He is survived by his son, Alexander
“Alex” Dellaria, daughter-in-law Sabine,
granddaughter Alesa, brother Robert “Cory”
Dellaria and sisters Maryanne Cholfin,
Candice “Candy” Dellaria, Michelle
Dellaria-Juffre and Cheryl Dellaria, plus
thousands of hair and fashion stylists, friends
and clients. Reach Pennie at
pennielandry@shugahaircare.com.

Bill Coleman sold TempleClean several
years ago, and is now looking to rejoin the
professional beauty industry in an executive
sales or product development role for a
creative company. Reach him at
973-418-9316 or billcole@optonline.net. He is
based in Northern New Jersey.  

R+Co’s Garren chopped Kendall Jenner’s
locks for the September 2016 cover of
Vogue. Garren, who did
the cut on set for the
shoot, prepped the hair
with Cactus Texturizing
Shampoo (6 oz./SRP
$24.00). Next, he applied
Chiffon Styling Mousse
(5.6 oz/SRP $27.00) from

mid lengths
to ends,
before blowing dry and

styling.  He then applied a
dime-sized amount of High
Dive Moisture + Shine
Crème (5 oz./SRP $27.00)
on the ends for
separation.  Finally, he
finished with Outer Space
Flexible Hairspray (9.5 oz./
SRP $29.00).  Visit

randco.com.

Eufora Conceal (SRP $29.00) is a quick,
convenient, temporary root touch-up
powder that blends unwanted greys and

regrowth between salon color
services. It provides a natural
finish without grit or stickiness.
Lightweight, micronized mineral
pigments adhere to the hair and
last until the next shampoo.
Designed with a self-contained
dispensing brush, Conceal
provides just the right amount of
coverage for an instant, mess-free
application. The healthy formula
features aloe vera, soy protein,
panthenol and silica silylate.
Conceal is available in five shades,
including black, dark brown,
brown, auburn and blonde. Visit
eufora.net.

Keune Haircosmetics North America
introduces Bond Fusion, a three-phase bond-
building system that restores, builds and
protects bonds, as it continuously treats and
conditions chemically processed hair to keep
it strong, shiny and healthy. As a result, the
hair is left strong and in the best condition
possible. Bond Fusion helps to preserve the
hair during coloring, lightening, perming and
straightening services, and can even be used
on its own as a damage-repairing treatment.
Stylists can now achieve maximum bond
restoration with multiple benefits and no
reformulating or extra processing time. Keune
says that hair is twice as strong with 43% less
hair breakage after Bond Fusion with five
times more long-lasting conditioning.

Bond Fusion has three phases. Phase 1,
Keune Bond Builder, repairs broken bonds,

creates new bonds and protects the inner
structure of the hair with Keune’s exclusive
Protein Fusion System. Two types of hair-
identical proteins rebuild and strengthen,
while reducing breakage and restoring
elasticity, for stronger, better-conditioned
hair. Phase 2, Keune Bond Enhancer, is a
deeply nourishing and restorative treatment
that strengthens and seals the bonds in each
individual strand to ensure that hair stays in
the best condition for as long as possible.
After rinsing the color, it’s applied from roots
to ends, then rinsed thoroughly. Finally, Phase
3, Keune Bond Recharger, is used by clients
at home to prolong the results.

Bond Fusion works with all of Keune’s hair
color, as well as with any other hair color
brand. For more information, reach Mark
Webber, vice president of business
development, at mwebber@keune.com. Visit
keune.com/na.

News cont. on page 18
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Affinage adds five shades of red to its
Infiniti permanent hair color line. New
shades include 9.34 Spirited, a soft golden

copper; 8.444 Rocket, an
intense blast of

copper/flame-
like hues; 8.446
Electric, which
combines
intense, fiery
copper hues
with a hint of
red; 6.666

Inferno, a fire red; and 7.646 Rebel, a fusion
of red and copper tones. The color
features Datem Plus technology for richer,
more intense and longer-lasting color with
100% gray coverage. The conditioning
emulsion cream base is formulated with
shea butter and argan oil for added
protection, suppleness and shine.

An intro kit (salon $54.20) contains eight
100-ml tubes of color, one 250-ml 10-volume
Crème Developer, one 250-ml 20-volume
Crème Developer, brochures, shade chart
and a bonus lip gloss glitter in Ruby Slippers.

In other news, Affinage celebrated its 20th
anniversary at the 5-star Grange Tower Bridge
Hotel in London with a 3-day festival for
customers from 20 nations. Tracey Devine
Smith staged a spectacular catwalk show.

Day two included
inspirational hair
shows and masterclass
seminars from Andrew
Barton, Michael and
Denise Bredmann,
and Desmond Murray.
The final show
featured educational

seminars from Tracey
Devine Smith,
Charmaine Piche, Nic
Davis, Lene Sindberg

from Affinage Denmark and Catie Hansen
from Affinage United States. 
Aimee Morris from Zoology salon in

Wanstead, London received the first Global
Colour Award, including a $1,225.000 cash
prize, plus products and gifts. 

The event concluded with a glamorous
red carpet party and a theatrical catwalk
show finale from Tracey Devine Smith and
the Affinage Global Creative Team. The gala
raised almost $2,450.00 through a raffle for
the Hairdressers’ Charity, which Affinage
supports. Visit  affinage.com.

Philip Kingsley launches
the PK Prep collection. The

trio of products (SRP
$33.00 each) includes
Perfecting Spray,
Plumping Cream and
Polishing Balm. The
weightless formulas are
infused with notes of
cherry blossom. Visit
philipkingsley.com. 

Redken introduces Root Fusion (SRP $25.00),
a professional root-blending solution
prescribed by the colorist and personalized
to each client to use between salon
appointments. Providing just enough product
for one application to soften the part and
hairline, this single-use kit includes one set of

gloves, easy-to-follow
instructions, the low-
ammonia Professional Root
Retouch color, developer,
one professional brush and a
mixing bowl.

Each of the 27 Root Fusion
shades matches all of
Redken’s permanent color
brands, including Color
Fusion, Color Gels and
Chromatics, allowing colorists
to convert their clients’
custom salon color to one
they can take home and apply
themselves. With Redken’s
Style Station, stylists can email
clients with application

reminders two, three or four
weeks following their services.
The email also includes an iCal

reminder and a how-to video. Visit
redkenpro.com.

Moroccanoil has partnered with model and
social media star Jasmine Sanders, who will

serve as the face of
the brand's new Curl
Collection campaign.   

"Millions of fans—
including us!—are
captivated by Jasmine's
confidence, style,
beauty and, of course,
her gorgeous, curly
hair, making her the
perfect partner for this
collection," says
Moroccanoil Co-

founder Carmen Tal. "We are thrilled to
unveil an innovative collection that will make
caring for all curl types easier than ever."

Jasmine (@golden_barbie) graced the
runway this year at Paris Fashion Week and
has gained influencer status with her growing
global social following, including more than
1.6 million Instagram followers. As part of the
partnership, she will front the brand's print
and digital advertising campaign, make event
appearances and provide exclusive
Moroccanoil curl content on her social
channels—all to encourage curly-haired
consumers to love their curls. 

The expanded Moroccanoil
Curl Collection
adds Curl
Enhancing
Shampoo
(8.5 oz./SRP
$28.00) and
Conditioner
(8.5 oz./SRP
$29.00), Curl
Cleansing
Conditioner (8.5 oz./SRP $32.00) and Curl
Re-energizing Spray (5.4 oz./SRP $26.00).
Each features the brand's signature argan oil-
infused blends to nourish and enhance
natural curls, no matter the shape, size or
texture. 

"I'm blessed with naturally curly hair and
have always been an advocate for embracing
my natural style," says Jasmine. Visit
moroccanoil.com. 

News cont. from page 17

Jasmine Sanders

Company founder
Eric Bailey shared
his journey during
the celebration.
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Jane Carter Solution introduces Healthy
Hair Cleansing & Conditioning Co-Wash

(16 oz./SRP $10.99).
Jojoba oil and
botanical
extracts cleanse

and infuse the
hair with
restorative
botanicals. Dry
hair will soak up
the non-lather
formula, which

moisturizes and cleans
all at once to leave hair softer, shinier and
bouncier. Visit janecartersolution.com.

Pravana introduces The Blonde Wand, a
patent-pending thermal lightening tool that
works with Pure Light Crème Lightener to
create breathtaking blondes in less time than
ever before. The Blonde Wand and Pure Light
Crème Lightener lighten up to seven levels

and help cut processing time to as little
as 10 seconds, leaving hair in

better condition than
traditional lightening

processes. 

The Blonde Wand is
engineered specifically for special
effects blonding and the plates do not make
contact, allowing colorists to glide or hover
over the foils with ease and agility. Use The
Blonde Wand to expedite foil highlight
processing, provide clients with lunchtime
lightening services, create express Vivids in
less than an hour, remove gold banding and
more.
Pure Light Crème Lightener’s gentle

formula is enriched with pure coconut oil to
create a rich, creamy, super-nurturing

mixture. It’s ideal for both on- and off-the-
scalp lightening and special, heat-enhanced
processing. In fact, it’s the only approved
lightener to be used with The Blonde Wand.
The consistency of the Pure Light Crème
Lightener doesn’t drip or swell, and because
of the ultra-nourishing ingredients, there’s no
need for lightener additives. When used
alone, Pure Light Crème Lightener lifts up to
five levels, and up to seven with The Blonde
Wand. Sensitive clients will love the gentle
formula and colorists will love how versatile
and effective it is. Visit pravana.com.

Andis launches the Pro Alloy Adjustable
Blade Clipper for high-volume haircutting.
The Pro Alloy clipper runs 35% cooler and
quieter and gives off 20% less vibration than
comparable clippers, thanks to its patent-
pending XTR Technology. 

The sleek clipper features
a contoured alloy housing for
durability and comfort and a
powerful, high-speed
magnetic motor for cutting
all hair types. Its carbon steel
blade adjusts from size 000
to size 1 for precision fading

and all-around cutting
versatility. The Pro Alloy kit
includes nine attachment
combs and comes with blade
guard and oil. Made in the

United States, the Pro Alloy
features a one-year limited

warranty. Visit andis.com.

Masstige brand Reflekt Skincare introduces
Reflekt 1 Hydrating Cleansing Facial Scrub
(200 ml/SRP $50.00). the first product of the
line. Its luxurious natural bead exfoliant
polishes, refines and rinses clean, leaving skin
hydrated, supple and luminous.  

This hydrating, cleansing facial scrub
minimizes fine lines and wrinkles,

prevents breakouts, avoids
ingrown hairs from shaving, helps
anti-aging serums and creams
penetrate and creates a smooth
canvas for self-tanning. It also
delivers clear, radiant skin for
clients from teenagers to mature
clients and for both men and
women. Beads are natural, gentle

and environmentally friendly. Visit
reflektskincare.com.

Dr. Hauschka introduces its reformulated
Hydrating Cream Mask
(1 fluid oz./SRP $58.00).
The new formula is infused
with nurturing oil and
botanicals that soothe and
revitalize skin, while also
sealing in moisture, so skin
looks and feels healthy and
supple. For an added
moisture boost on harsh
days, mix a small amount of
the Hydrating Cream Mask in
with moisturizer to give skin
a boost of protection and moisturizing
care.  Visit drhauschka.com.

America’s Beauty Show by Cosmetologists
Chicago celebrates the vote of the CIDESCO
(Comité International d’Esthétique et de
Cosmétologie) General Assembly in
granting Cosmetologists Chicago's American
Association for Esthetics the license as the
administrator for CIDESCO Section USA. 

“Our hats are off to Jessi Marshall and
the Professional Beauty Association for
nurturing this all-important brand these
many years,” said Paul Dykstra, CEO of
Cosmetologists Chicago and the American
Association for Esthetics. “We also thank
Lydia Sarfati, CIDESCO Chair Section USA,
for her insights and passion not only in
knowing the importance of this brand for
America's salon and spa communities, but
also for having the passion and heart to fight
for its recognition in the United States.” 

News cont. on page 20
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The announcement was made during the
64th annual CIDESCO World Congress in
Dublin, Ireland. The special event marked
CIDESCO's 70th anniversary. American spa
dignitaries Joel Gerson and Margrit
Altenberg were honored for their pioneering
efforts in U.S. skin care education.

Says Lydia, “CIDESCO provides
international recognition of excellence and
makes it possible for estheticians and beauty
therapists to achieve credentials that are
recognized in more than 40 countries. We
also will be able to accredit salons and spas
with a CIDESCO certificate. We will provide
great education to help professionals
improve and excel in all facets of beauty
therapy as they work to obtain the CIDESCO
diploma. I will work closely with CC and the
American Association for Esthetics to meet

the goals of CIDESCO
International and

CIDESCO USA.”
New
opportunities will
be announced
shortly for spa

professionals,
salons, spas,

manufacturers and distributors.
Adds Paul, “We will help manufacturers

meet the CIDESCO requirement that meets
with the FDA requirements. If manufacturers
meet the requirement, they are eligible to
receive CIDESCO affiliate membership.” 

CIDESCO Section USA will offer
educational tracks during the International
Salon & Spa Expo in Long Beach in January
2017 and at the first International Esthetics
Cosmetics and Spa Conference Chicago,
March 25-27, 2017, co-located with America’s
Beauty Show.

U.S. salon and spa professionals who have
earned the CIDESCO Diplomate honor are
invited to update their profile at
AmericasBeautyShow.com/CIDESCO.
National sections, as well as schools and
colleges from around the world in more than
40 countries, represent CIDESCO across five
continents. Visit
americasbeautyshow.com/CIDESCO.

Murad recently convened experts in
mindfulness, sleep and epigenetics at
the first Murad Connected Beauty
Summit in New York City. Designed
to help inspire people to live more
connected lives, the symposium
featured talks by Howard Murad,
MD; Arianna Huffington; Mallika Chopra;
and Jason Harcup, global vice president of
discovery at Unilever.

"I believe there is a powerful—but often
overlooked—connection between mind,
body and health," said Dr. Murad, founder of
Murad. "That's why Murad's Connected
Beauty philosophy is a holistic, whole-person
approach to health and beauty that inspires
people to live happier, healthier and more
fulfilling lives. By bringing together experts
from a range of fields, my hope is that this
Summit opens the conversation around the
need to address today's ever-present cultural
stress by living a more connected life."

Murad is founded on an idea called
Connected Beauty, a whole-person approach
to health and beauty that inspires people to
nourish their skin, awaken their bodies
through physical activity, be kind to their
minds and eat their water by consuming
water-rich fruits and vegetables.

"This is an exciting time to join Murad and
help bring Dr. Murad's Connected Beauty
philosophy to new heights," said Daniel
Bruzzone, chief marketing officer for Murad.
"There is no more important journey than
helping people around the world lead
happier, healthier and more fulfilling lives."
Visit  murad.com. 

Babo Botanicals launches 3-in-1 Multi-
Tasking Cleansing Wipes for Face, Hands
and Body (30-count pack/SRP $7.49, 4-pack/
SRP $27.96). These gentle, super-hydrating,
hypo-allergenic and alcohol-free wipes are
pre-moistened, no-rinse and suitable for
babies, children and adults. Available in three
natural and fresh scents, the new wipes are a
convenient way to clean and freshen up. The
natural, biodegradable cloth leaves face,
hands and body feeling moisturized and
soothed. They’re the perfect multi-taskers for

use post-yoga,
post-workout or
anywhere as a
makeup remover.
They’re available
in French
Lavender &
Meadowsweet,
Oatmilk &

Calendula and Cucumber & Aloe Vera. Reach
Kate Solomon, founder, at
kate@babobotanicals.com. Visit
babobotanicals.com.

During September, which was Ovarian Cancer
Month, Grande Cosmetics donated 20% of
the proceeds from the GrandeTEAL set to
T.E.A.L.—Tell Every Amazing Lady About
Ovarian Cancer Louisa M. Mc Gregor
Ovarian Cancer Foundation. The
organization’s goal is to promote public
awareness and education of the signs,
symptoms and risk factors of ovarian cancer,
while providing support to survivors and
raising funds for research in order to find the
cure. The cause is important to the brand
because an employee lost his mother to
ovarian cancer. Additionally, the brand strives
to empower women. 

The GrandeTEAL set (SRP $64.95) includes
GrandeLASH-MD, a formula that helps to

News cont. from page 19

From left: Howard Murad, MD; Arianna
Huffington; Mallika Chopra; Jason Harcup,
global vice president of discovery at
Unilever; and Daniel Bruzzone, chief

marketing officer of Murad.
(PRNewsFoto/Murad, Inc..)
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improve the appearance of eyelashes in
length, fullness, thickness and darkness in 4
to 8 weeks; GrandePRIMER, a lash-boosting
pre-mascara, lengthener and thickener that’s
infused with rich mini fibers to boost natural
lashes; and GrandeMASCARA, which gives
lashes instant, extreme volume and length,
plus healthier-looking lashes. The company
will donate 20% of the proceeds to T.E.A.L.
Grande Cosmetics also sponsored the
T.E.A.L. Walk/Run on September 10.  

Additionally, the brand will donate 20% of
the proceeds from the sales of the Breast
Cancer Awareness Gift Glam Set (SRP
$84.95)  to Susan G. Komen For the Cure.
The kit includes GrandeLASH,
GrandeMASCARA and a free eyelash curler.

Visit grandelashmd.com.

For October, Pravana once
again released a pink Limited

Edition NEVO Intense Therapy
Leave-In Treatment, a best-seller
in the gluten-free, vegan styling
and care line. For every bottle
sold, 10% of the proceeds will be
donated to City of Hope, a
leading research and treatment
center for cancer and other
life-threatening diseases. Since
2012, PRAVANA has committed
to an ongoing contribution of
5% of all proceeds from the
NEVO styling and care line to
City of Hope. 

A multi-use product, NEVO Intense Therapy
Leave-In Treatment features 12 ways to get
perfect hair! It instantly detangles, provides
deep hydration, equalizes porosity, protects
during thermal styling, helps repair split ends,
protects hair color, gives hair shine,
eliminates the effects of static electricity,
soothes irritated skin, works as a pre-color
treatment, lessens the overall effects of
chlorine and works as a hair cutting lotion.
Visit pravana.com.

Oribe offers a limited edition pink design for
its Dry Texturizing Spray (300 ml/SRP
$44.00). Created in partnership with the

National Breast Cancer
Foundation, Inc., proceeds
from sales will help fund early
detection, education and
support services for women
with breast cancer. This
invisible dry hair spray builds
volume and sexy texture.
Patented polymers absorb oil
at the roots. Visit oribe.com.

On October 15, more than
45,000 Regis Corporation
(NYSE:RGS) stylists across the

United States and Canada joined forces with
salon guests to raise money for breast cancer
research during the company's annual Clip
for the Cure haircutting event. Nearly 7,000
corporate and franchised Regis Corp. salons
participated in the day-long event. The
company donated 10% of the proceeds from
each haircut to the Regis Foundation for
Breast Cancer Research, which supports
organizations that focus on early diagnosis,
prevention, treatment and finding a cure.

"For more than 20 years, Regis has been
dedicated to
funding
groundbreaking
breast cancer
research," says
Dan Hanrahan,
CEO and
president of
Regis
Corporation.
"Clip for the
Cure is our
Foundation's
primary
fundraiser. Our
stylists and staff
work hard, along
with our
business partners
and guests who
donate
generously, to
make every year
a success."

To date, Regis stylists and their guests
have raised nearly $12 million for the Regis
Foundation for Breast Cancer Research,
which funds breast cancer research projects
at Mayo Clinic and the Masonic Cancer
Center, University of Minnesota, and
supports regional institutions that assist and
treat breast cancer patients and survivors. For
more information, visit clipforthecure.org,
Facebook.com/ClipForTheCure and
regiscorp.com.

Joe Gibbs Racing driver Denny Hamlin and
long-time partner Sport Clips unveiled the
No. 11 Sport Clips Toyota Camry “Throwback”
edition recently at the Ft. Bragg Airborne &
Special Operations Museum. The paint
scheme is modeled after the No. 11 car driven
by NASCAR Hall-of-Famer Darrell Waltrip in
the 1980s. The special throwback edition
debuted at Darlington Raceway on Labor Day
weekend with Denny in the No. 18 Sport
Clips Camry in Saturday’s VFW Sport Clips
Help A Hero 200, as well as the No. 11 Sport
Clips Camry in the Southern 500 on Sunday. 

In their fifth-consecutive year as the title
sponsor of the
NASCAR
XFINITY Series
race at
Darlington
Raceway, the
VFW Sport
Clips Help A
Hero 200,
Sport Clips
presented 140
race tickets to
local military
members and
their families.
In 2013, Sport
Clips
partnered with
the VFW to
form the
Sport Clips
Help A Hero
Scholarship

program. The scholarship program helps

News cont. on page 22

From left: Miriam Pineda, stylist; Tom Hathaway, Sport
Clips team leader; Fred Irizarry, BG, USA, Retired, Patriot
Foundation; Tina Hildago, stylist; Matt Lewis, Sport Clips
area developer; Angie Hathaway, Sport Clips; Rachel Tiero,
stylist; Mike Girimont, Patriot Foundation; and Kim Little,
stylist; pose with a donation check for $15,500 from Sport
Clips Haircuts to the Patriot Foundation at the Airborne

Special Operations Museum in Fayetteville, NC. 
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make the transition from military life to the
civilian workplace a little easier through
education. To date, Sport Clips has helped
provide more than $2.4 million in
scholarships to active-duty service members
and veterans. In addition, Sport Clips
presented a donation to The Patriot
Foundation, which provides support to
families of Fort Bragg, Fort Campbell, Special
Operations Soldiers and other warriors in the
form of scholarships, aid for families of fallen
and disabled soldiers, job training and more. 
Gordon Logan, founder and CEO of

Sport Clips, served as an aircraft commander
in the U.S. Air Force. He said, “It’s rewarding
to know that in addition to providing
scholarships for so many through our Help A
Hero Scholarship program, we can also
provide a day of fun at Darlington Raceway
for local military members and their families.” 

In addition, now through Veterans Day,
November 11, clients can Help A Hero further
his or her education toward post-military
goals when they get a haircut at one of the
more than 1,500 Sport Clips Haircuts
locations across the United States. Sport
Clips in local communities across the country
have a record overall goal of raising $1 million
for the franchise’s annual campaign. 

Sport Clips has worked with the Veterans
of Foreign Wars of the United States since
2007, and created the VFW’s “Sport Clips
Help A Hero Scholarship” program in 2013.
Each scholarship provides up to $5,000 of
assistance to qualified individuals who have
served in the military, are in need of financial
assistance and are pursuing an education at
post-secondary institutions, including trade
schools.

Donations to the Help A Hero campaign
will be collected by Sport Clips stylists and
other team members in stores and at local
fundraising events. Sport Clips will also hold
“The Biggest Haircut Day of the Year” on
Veterans Day, when participating stores will
offer haircuts free to service members and
veterans with valid military ID. The company
also will donate a dollar from every haircut
service to the VFW-administered scholarship
program.

“Sport Clips has worked with the VFW to
raise almost $4 million for free phone calls
home and for our scholarship program to
help veterans transitioning to civilian careers.
These funds have provided 580 scholarships
to help fill the gap when the GI Bill and other
resources run short…especially for advanced
degrees,” says Gordon. “We can never say
‘thank you’ enough for the time these heroes
have taken out of their lives to protect our
freedom, but we can salute them through
these scholarships and help relieve some of
the financial burden of continuing their
education.”
U.S. Marines Ret. Jacob Dietz, a Help A

Hero scholarship recipient, says, “As a Marine,
I conducted combat logistics patrols to
resupply remote locations. That can be
pretty tricky in a war zone. Now, I work
making deliveries for a lumber and supply
company while earning my electrical
engineering degree. I’m also a full-time
husband and dad. The Sport Clips Help A
Hero scholarship took a lot of stress off me
and my family.” Visit sportclips.com. 

This Veterans Day, Hair Cuttery, the largest
family-owned and operated chain of hair
salons in the country, is honoring and giving
back to former servicemen and women
through its Share-A-Haircut program. 

For every haircut purchased by Hair
Cuttery clients on Veterans Day, November.
11, Hair Cuttery will donate a free haircut
certificate to a veteran in the same
community in which the haircut was
purchased. To distribute the free haircut
certificates, Hair Cuttery partners with local
veterans’ organizations such as Jewish War
Veterans of the U.S.A., Salvation Army and
National Veterans Homeless Support. 

"Share-A-Haircut is our salute to the men
and women who have courageously
defended our country," says Dennis Ratner,
Hair Cuttery founder and CEO. "Veterans Day
is about recognizing and celebrating their
service, and we are showing our gratitude the
best way we know how."

In its 17th year, the Share-A-Haircut
program has donated nearly 2 million free

haircut certificates valued at more than
$30 million to various causes, including the
homeless, victims of domestic violence and
disadvantaged children. Visit haircuttery.com. 

Great Clips salons and their customers
nationwide are also showing appreciation to
veterans and members of the military with
the "You Can Thank a Veteran" promotion.
On Veterans Day, November 11, all customers
who get a haircut at any U.S. Great Clips
salon will receive a free haircut card they can
give as a thank you to an active, inactive or
retired military member of any branch,
including the National Guard. Limit one card
per customer, while supplies last.

Veterans and active service members who
visit a Great Clips on November 11 will
receive either a free haircut or a free haircut
card to redeem with proof of military service
through December 31, 2016, at any U.S. Great
Clips salon. Now in its fourth consecutive
year, the promotion has provided more than
half a million free haircuts for military
members and veterans.

"We at Great Clips realize we could never
give enough thanks to the men and women
who have served our country. A great haircut
is a simple, yet meaningful, way to show
appreciation for everything our veterans and
service members have done for us," says
Great Clips CEO Rhoda Olsen, whose
husband is a Vietnam veteran. "We invite
everyone to get a haircut at Great Clips on
Veterans Day and pick up a free haircut card
to give a veteran—whether the veteran is a
family member, neighbor, colleague or just
someone they know.”

Adds Terri Miller, senior vice president of
marketing and communications, "Great Clips
salon owners and their stylists are excited to
extend this year's Veterans Day offer to as
many veterans and service members as
possible and exceed the 230,000 free
haircuts they provided in 2015. Many of our
corporate employees, salons owners and
their stylists were veterans or have veterans
in their families, so we are all extremely
passionate about giving back." Visit
greatclips.com.

News cont. from page 21
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Going to Cosmoprof Asia/Hong Kong?
This double event features AsiaWorld-Expo,
which hosts the packaging, contract
manufacturing, machinery and raw materials
sectors, on November 15-17 and the Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre,
which features finished products, on
November 16-18. Be sure to check out the
Extraordinary Gallery, an innovative new
zone on the show floor featuring visionary
and cutting-edge brands in packaging,
contract manufacturing, perfumery and
cosmetics, natural health, beauty salon, hair
salon, nails and accessories. It will also host
educational sessions focused on luxury
products, trends and market analysis. This
year’s event is expected to host 2,700
international exhibitors and 24 country and
group pavilions, with 60,000 attendees. Visit
cosmoprofasia.com. 

The Professional Beauty Association will
host its 2016 Executive Summit from
November 30 to December 1, in Scottsdale.
Designed exclusively for upper-level
management, it will focus on beauty industry
trends, leadership development and
application of best practices. 

With a spotlight on catering to the
consumer and instilling loyalty, this year’s
theme is Understanding Consumer
Behavior. Through a series of keynote
speakers, beauty executives will discuss
trends and delve into strategic planning and
leadership. 
Ken Hughes, a consumer shopper,

behaviorist and playologist, will discuss,
“Beyond the Screen: The Beauty of Digital
Disruption.” Ken will tackle how businesses
can deliver a personalized, authentic
contextual experience to meet customer
demands and expectations. Carrie Mellage,
vice president, consumer products, Kline

Group, will present “Salon Hair Care
Market Analysis & Opportunities.” Abigail
Posner, head of strategic planning for
Google’s Creative Think Tank for Agencies
and Brands, will focus on “Cracking
Creativity: Re-Engaging Our Innate
Creativity for Greater Productivity &
Growth.” Steve Sleeper, PBA’s executive
director, will provide a PBA Update &
Industry Report and an in-depth immersion
on high-level issues affecting the professional
beauty industry. Maureen Mullen, co-
founder and chief strategy officer for L2, a
subscription-based business intelligence firm,
will discuss “Benchmarking Digital
Performance in the Haircolor and Haircare
Industry.” Maureen authored the Digital IQ
Index methodology, which analyzes more
than 1,250 data points across four
dimensions: Site & E-Commerce, Digital
Marketing, Social Media and Mobile; and
leads C-level engagements and benchmarking
projects for firms, including P&G, L’Oréal,
LVMH, Unilever and others.

The Omni Scottsdale Resort & Spa at
Montelucia will host the Summit. Detailed
information about registration, ticket prices,
itinerary and hotel reservations can be found
at probeauty.org/execs. Register today.

The Professional Beauty Association will
also host the International Salon and Spa
Expo on January 28-30, 2017. Returning to the
Long Beach Convention Center in Long
Beach, CA, ISSE will feature more than 400
top salon and spa product manufacturers
from around the world, as well as more than
200 educational seminars. 

New for 2017 is The Beauty Platform, a
special stage on the ISSE show floor that
features the hottest professional beauty
influencers, products and brands. New
Fantasy Makeup Competitions invite artists
to compete in two categories—Special
Effects and Airbrush.

ISSE 2017 will offer independent salon
professionals more education focused on
strategies to build their businesses and
advance their careers, with a focus on
marketing, strategy and social media. 

The Center Stage Spotlight will host
show-stopping presenters, including
Chrystofer Benson & Tabatha Coffey,
CoCre8 featuring John Simpson &
Christopher Dove, Conair, Donna Bella,
George Alderete, Hair Lab Detroit, Lisa
Yamasaki featuring Palma N’sheluvzit &
Dallan Flint, Martin Parsons, Rusk, Sassoon
International Artistic Team and Steven
Lightfoot & Justin Thomas.

The ISSE Hairstyling Pro and Student
Competitions offer three new themes: Hair
Braiding—Coachella Theme, Ladies
Haircutting and Night at the Club—LA Style.
The Major League Barber 2017 Hot Hands
competition offers five categories—
SuperWoman Fade & Style, Freestyle Design,
Super Student/Anything Goes, Original Tag
Team Design and Fastest & Cleanest Fade.
Advance registration is required.

In the Nail Competitions, it’s time to be
California Dreamin’, as the themes focus on
the Golden State. Competitors will be tasked
in one of two categories: Hand-Painted Nail
Art featuring a Long Beach theme and Mixed
Media Nail Art featuring a Magic Garden.

Finally, at the PBA Beauty Bar, attendees
are invited to make a suggested donation of
$5.00, then can choose 5 of the 20 premium
samples. All proceeds will support Cut It
Out: Salons Against Domestic Abuse.

Through January 3, you can purchase
tickets and save. Visit probeauty.org/isselb. 

Cosmoprof Worldwide Bologna, the leading
international exhibition for beauty trends
organized by Bologna Fiere Group, will
celebrate its 50th anniversary on March 17-20,
2017. A major initiative will be the first edition
of Tones of Beauty, a multicultural beauty
showcase. This continues the project
launched two years ago at Cosmoprof
North America. Tones of Beauty features
the collaboration of love, Aunt Bonnie, a
U.S.-based global media platform focused on
communication and marketing strategy for
black and brown beauty brands. For more
information or to register for this global
event, visit loveauntbonnie.com and
cosmoprof.com.



The Western Buying Conference
has changed its show dates to
Sunday, January 15, and Monday,
January 16, 2017. Western Buying
Conference invites professional
beauty distributors, OTCs, spas
and schools nationwide to come
and meet their manufacturers.
Attendees will get an exclusive
opportunity to see great new
products and receive special
deals. The annual Party Bash will
take place on Sunday night. Visit
westernbuyingconference.com.

Cosmoprof Asia takes place
November 15-18 in Hong Kong.
This year, the World Asia Forum,
its 2016 educational program, 
will take place at AsiaWorld-
Expo from November 15 to 17 and
at the Hong Kong Convention &
Exhibition Centre from November
16 to 18. The programme will be
packed with a host of
presentations and panel
discussions around topics
designed according to the needs
and interests of each target
audience, conducted by industry
experts and covering the most
compelling trends, insights and
developments that are shaping
the beauty industry.

ICMAD invites you to kick off
Cosmoprof Asia on Wednesday,
November 16, 2016, from 6:30 to
9:00 p.m. at the Hong Kong
Convention Centre. Enjoy
appetizers, drinks and a
traditional Dragon Dance
performance! RSVP is required for
this complimentary event. 

ICMAD will also offer an
educational session,  “Market
Watch: Discussing the Hottest
New Global Markets and How to
Get Started,” on November 16
from 3:00 to 3:45 p.m. Visit
icmad.org or call 800-334-2623,
ext. 104.

Loxa Beauty announced its Loxa
Loves Stylists $100,000
Sweepstakes. One beauty
professional will win $50,000
with five more to receive $10,000
each. There are four ways to
enter. Learn more here:
https://www.loxabeauty.com/
stylist-incentives

In order to increase its beauty
sales through impulse buys, CVS
is replacing candy at its
checkouts with high-margin
beauty and health products at
about 2,000 stores. The goal of
these new areas is to mimic
Sephora’s captive shopping
environment. How do you
employ this tactic for your
beauty store or salon?

NYX Professional Makeup
launched its first flagship store in
the heart of Union Square in New
York City on Friday, October 28.
The cosmetic company's 20th
domestic store features its
affordable, professional makeup.

NYX Professional Makeup
stores combine digital technology
with a hands-on educational
environment that provides
consumers with a completely
new makeup experience. In
keeping with its heritage as a
truly digital brand, NYX
Professional Makeup stores
feature innovative technologies,
such as the exclusive in-store
Beauty Bar, an interactive
makeup station featuring custom
video tutorials, a trend-based Lip
Bar and a Shadow Bar. 

"It is very important to us that
our digitally-enhanced stores
marry the online beauty
community with the everyday
retail world," says Nathalie
Kristo, general manager,
marketing and global business
development. "The NYX
Professional Makeup store is a
place where we celebrate our
online community while
encouraging every-day customers
to come play, experiment and
have fun with makeup.”

Three new digital makeup
education experiences will turn
any makeup novice into an
expert. They include the Brush
Bar, where anyone can master
the techniques and uses of each
brush; the Lash Bar, where a
guided experience helps shoppers
find the perfect false lashes, and
the Masterclass area, where
influencers and experts teach
classes on makeup artistry. 

Shoppers will be able to sign
up for personalized one-on-one
lessons from the NYX
Professional Makeup artists. The
menu includes highlight and
contour, lash application, brow
mastery and more. Visit
nyxcosmetics.com/nyxretail. 
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